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Murray State Cot/Wile
Near Censure By AAUP
After a preliminary report from the
American Association of University
Professors, Murray State University may
be on the verge of being the first Kentucky
university ever censured by such an
organization.
The report, stemming from an investigation of the 1974 denial of tenure to 20
of 46 professors who were eligible, has
concluded that Murray State violated
certain faculty-employment standards of
the AAUP.
If the report's conclusions are approved
at the AAUP national convention in
Washington next summer, Murray will
ioin about 40 other American colleges and
universities on the organization's censure
list.
The "blacklisting" is designed to warn
professors throughout the nation that
censured schools have breached academic
freedom or tenure procedures.
Eleven of the terminated professors at
Murray also have appealed their case to
the Sixth U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
after the administration's actions were
upheld in June by U. S. District Judge
James Gordon.
The major conclusions of the AAUP's 20page report are that nine of the 20
professors denied tenure already should
have been awarded it under provisions of
the AAUP's 1940 Statement of Principles
on Academic Freedom and Tenure. Those
provisions, among other things, state that
after six probationary years of full-time
teaching persons either must be recommended for tenure or given only one more
year's teaching duties.
The AAUP report argues that the MSU
professors should have been given credit
For teaching service prior to 1969, when the
school's board of regents adopted a new
tenure policy. The new policy incorporated
the AAUP's six-year rule, but 'administrators, in carrying it out, did not
credit any of the teachers for service
before 1969,
With credit for that prtor service, according to the AAUP, nine of the terminated professors already had tenure
and therefore could be dismissed only
after proper hearings, and for specific
causes such as incompetence, immorality
or neglect of duty.
"Adequate cause for terminating their
services has not been demonstrated, and
they (the nine professors) have been
denied the safeguards of due process," the
report said.
The report also said MSU administrators violated AAUP principles by
disregarding faculty participation in the
tenure review of the terminated
professors.
"The policy of not counting probationary
service ( at MSU) prior to 1969. . . runs
counter both to the specific provisions and
to the basic purposes of the 1940 Statement
of Principles," it added.
The report was written by Daniel H.
Pollitt, a University of North Carolina law
professor, and Harry F.Snapp,a professor
of history at North Texas State University,
after a two-day campus investigation at
MSU last January. The major portion of

the report traces the chronology of the
issue.
Curris, in an interview last week, said he
has believed for some time that AAUP
censure was inevitable." He also called
the report "error-laden and one-sided."
His Nov. 22 response to the report, sent
to the AAUP national office in Washington,
said MSU's 1969 tenure policy contains no
provision for crediting prior service of
faculty for tenure purposes. Curris said
the policy also stipulated that tenure could
be awarded only by the MSU board of
regents, upon his recommendation.
Therefore, he said, none of the
professors were tenured when terminated,
thus no reasons for the terminations were
necessary. Reasons were, in fact, given,

Curris said. He also said that, even under
the 1969 policy, all teachers, regardless of
their length of service, were given ample
time to qualify for tenure.
The AAUP report on the Murray
situation still is undergoing revision,
according to Dr. Lesley Lee Ziraic, AAUP
associate secretary. "Some revisions are
significant, although I don't know how
significant," she said.
The AAUP's national committee on
academic freedom and tenure must vote to
send the report to the June convention for
any formal censure vote to be taken.
However, according to one Kentucky
AAUP source, a strong investigative
committee report generally is tantamount
to formal censure.

Free String Lessons To
Be Offered To Students
A program of free lessons for fourth
grade students in Marshall and Calloway
counties on three stringed instruments of
the symphony orchestra—violin, viola,
and cello—is being organized by the Music
Department at Murray State University
for the spring semester.
David Nelson, an assistant professor of
music who will serve as supervisor of the
program, said a string quartet from 'the
campus will be performing lecturedemonstrations for fourth grade classes a,
elementary schools in the two counties on
Dec. 12, Dec. 15, and Jan. 9.
He gave this schedule for the string
quartet: Friday, Dec. 12—South Marshall,
Benton, Jonathan, Gilbertsville, and
Calvert in the Marshall County system;
Monday, Dec. 15—East and Southwest in
the Calloway County system and Sharpe in
Marshall County; and Friday, Jan. 9—
Carter and Robertson in the Murray
system, North in Calloway County, and the
University School on the Murray State
campus.
Nelson and Diane Peacock will play
violins in the touring string quartet, while
Kip Mason will play the viola, and Jennifer
Downing will play the cello.
Planned in cooperation with the Center
for Continuing Education at Murray State,
the program is intended, according to
Nelson, to stimulate interest among
youngsters in string music to provide a
basis for orchestras and chamber groups
in the area.
He explained that Paducah Tilghman
High School is the only school in the area
which now has a string music program.
Nelson said advanced string majors at
Murray State will teach the classes, which
will meet on the campus for a half hour
after school twice each week. He added
than an orchestra of the fourth grade
students will be put together and will play
some concerts late in the spring.
A general meeting for fourth graders
and parents from the two counties will be
held at 7:30 p.m. on Monday, Jan. 12, in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the Price Doyle

Fine Arts Center on the campus. He said
the program will be explained in detail at
that time and that students who wish may
register to participate.
Further information can be obtained by
writing to: David Nelson, Department of
Music, Murray State University, Murray,
Ky., 42071.

Morehead To Be
On Campus Monday
Artist C. G. Morehead of Owensboro will
be an the campus of Murray State
University on Monday, Dec. 15, to present
autographed prints of his painting of
Oakhurst to students declared winners of
the C. G. Morehead Print Contest.
Morehead, who was commissioned by
the Alumni Association to paint the
presidential residence as a commemoration of the Golden Anniversary
Observance in 1972, will also be available
in the lobby of the Waterfield Student
Union Building from 10 a. m. to 3 p. m. to
n his prints
ts for others in the area who
own them.
He will present the 18 by 24-inch print of
Oakhurst he has donated to 16 students for
their winning entries in the contest to tell
in 20 words or less "What I like about
Murray State." Students to receive the
prints are:
Frances Tichenor, Benton; Paul Mauer,
William Ecevido, Judy Overby, and Jean
Miller, all of Murray; Walter Pool, Eddyville; Susan Howe, Mayfield; Kathy
Robinson, Frankfort; Cindy Saunders,
Savannah, Ga.; Terese Kepley, Franklin;
Kathy Bean, Eldorado, ni.; Jackie Hays,
Paris, Tenn.; Paula Crump, Cadiz; John
Lyles, Henderson; Norman B. de Caussin,
Owensboro; and Debbie Roberts,
Falmouth.
The contest was jointly sponsored by the
Alumni Association, the Murray State
News, and the Office of School Relations
on the campus.

County Judges Are Considering
Action Against New Amendment
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The Kentucky County Judges Association is considering legal action against the judicial
amendment to the Kentucky Constitution.
About half Kentucky's 120 county judges
attended a meeting Friday at which they
approved spending up to $1,500 "to consult
with a lawyer with a background in constitutional law."
Perry County Judge B.C. Noplis had
urged the group Thursday to file a federal
court suit in an attempt to overthrow the
amendment. He wasn't present Friday
when the substitute recommendation was
adopted.
The judicial amendment, approved by
the voters in November, will establish a
new state Supreme Court and Court of Appeals and will replace the current county
and city courts with a district court
system.
County judges will retain their roles as
county administrators but their judicial
powers will be transferred to the district
judges.
Other county officials have echoed the
county judges' opposition to the amendment during the Kentucky Association of
Counties convention this week in
Louisville.
Many county officials fear the amendmenrmight mean a loss of revenue for
counties or require reorganisation of comity governments.
In other action, the association of coun-

ties, which ended its meeting Friday, went
on record against two state senate tax
bills.
The association voted to support the
Kentucky Property Valuation Administrators Association in its opposition
to the bills, which would change the
method of assessing the value of farm
land.
One bill would base farm land

Country Club Open
House To Be Sunday
The annual Christmas Season Open
House will be held at the Murray Country
Club tomorrow from 4 to 7 p.m.
Members of the board of directors and
their wives or husbands are the hosts and
hostesses These are: President and Mrs.
Richard Knigt, Vice-President and Mrs.
Tim Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Don Keller, Mrs.
Veneta Sexton, Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Hewitt,
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny McCage, Mr. arid
Mrs. Billy Thurmond, Dr. and Mrs.
George Oakley, Mr, and Mrs. Buddy
Buckingham and Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Shackleford. Miller also is the club's
president-elect for 1976.
Newly-elected members of the board are
Dr. Dick Stout, Mrs. Betty Jo Purdom and
Dr. Joe Renotit. Each member may invite one in-town or
out-of-town guest to the Open House.

assessments on income producing
capability instead of on representative
sales of comparable land, and the other
would provide for assessments of farm
land every four years instead of yearly.
A spokesman for the counties
association contended the legislation
would drive up the cost of assfalsing such
land and would increase the workload of
property valuation administrators.
In its final session, the counties
association elected new officers, choosing
Robert Aldemeyer, a Kenton County commissioner, as president; Jerry English,
Marshall County sheriff, first vice
president; Tommy Morris, Christian
County clerk, second vice president, and
Will Shadoan, Ballard County attorney,
third vice president.

Cloudy And Warm
Mostly cloudy and warm, with a chance
of showers and thundershowers through
Sunday. Highs today in the low 60s. Lows
tonight in the upper 40s.. Highs Sunda
near 60.
Winds southwesterly ten to 15 miles per
hour today and tonight.
Outlook for Monday, mostly cloudy and
a little cooler, with a chance of shisweri.
Precipitation chances 40 per cent today.
50 per cent tonight and Sunday.

SANTA COMES TO TOWN—Melissa and Laura Lovett, daughters of Mr.and Mrs. Jerry Lovett, Route Seven, were two of
the first little ones to tell Santa just what they expected for Christmas, as Santa arrived on the Court Square downtown
yesterday. Santa will be in his "house" on the south side of the courthouse from 3:30 p.m. until 7:30 p.m. every night, except Sunday, through Dec. 23. Santa invites all the little ones in Calloway County to come and talk to him. Many merchants plan to remain open until eight p.m. for the remainder of the Christmas shopping season.
Staff Photo by Frank Gonzales

$300 In Scholarships To Be
Awarded For Winning Essays
For the eighth consecutive year, undergraduate students at Murray State
University have an opportunity to win

French Students
Receive Awards
Murray High School French and Spanish
students received ten awards in the
Foreign Language Festival held recently
at Murray State University.
Between 700 and 800 foreign language
students from twenty surrounding junior
and senior high schools attended the annual event.
The winning categories included:
Kathy May, first, French cookies; Paul
Clayton, second, French candy; Huong
Nguyen, first, French Recitation;
Michelle Timmerman, first, Spanish
bread, Greta Timmerman, second,
Spanish bread; Beth Boston, second
Spanish posters; Beth Boston, first,
Spanish Realia ; Krista Russell, second,
three-dimensional art; Greta and Michelle
Timmerman, second, great men and
women; and members of the Spanish I and
II classes, second, Spanish talent skit.
Mrs. Ruth Howard teaches French ana
Mrs. Donna Midyette teaches Spanish at
Murray High School.

scholarships totalling $300 for the best
essays submitted on a topic dealing with
democracy in America.
The scholarships are provided annually
from a fund set up at the University by Dr.
and Mrs. Herbert J. Levine of Centralia,
Ill. Eight Murray students have been
awarded the scholarships since 1969.
"An undergraduate student attending
Murray State during the 1973-74 school
year is eligible to participate," said Dr.
Riley Venza, an associate professor in the
Department of History. Dr. Venza also is
chairman of a special committee administering the levines' program.
This year's topic is "Our American
Democracy: 200 Years Later." First prize
is a $200 scholarship, and second prize is a
$100 scholarship, both to be used at Murray

Fair-Trade Legislation
Has Little Effect Here
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Federal
legislation eliminating "fair trade" laws
throughout the nation apparently will do
little to prices in Kentucky.
For technical reasons, the federal law,
signed Friday by President Ford, does not

Local Schools Earn
Full Accreditation
The Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools has awarded full accreditation—recognition of a quality
education program—to a number of area
schools,including Murray High School and
Calloway County High School.
The actual process of accreditation at
the junior-senior high school level is done
by various secondary schdol committees
consisting of volunteer educators
representing secondary schools, higher
education, and state departments of
education: The committees'rePoit theftfindings to the Commission on Secondary
Schools' Delegate Assembly where final

State.
Each essay submitted should be from
800 to 1,200 words in length, and accompanied by a declaration that the
material is the writer's original work.
Entries, typewritten on 81 2 x 11-inch
paper with a 14i-inch margin on the left of
the page and a one-inch margin elsewhere,
must be submitted to the Department of
History before April 1, 1976, Dr. Venza
emphasized.
Each entry also must be in a binder and
accompanied by a personal data sheet on
the writer, also in a binder, he added.
Winners will be announced shortly after
the April 1 deadline, and every effort will
be made to present the scholarships at the
University's annual Honors Day program
next spring.

approval is given.
The information leading to SACS . accreditation was obtained last spring. A
lengthy list of items are checked including
such matters as whether the schools have'
a sufficient number of librarians and
clerks, whether they offer music, art and
physical education classes, and whether
they offer classes over and above the basic
required school courses.
A major requirement for such accreditation is that 25 per cent of the instructional -sta'ff
- the. -schools* Wave
master's degrees or be working- toward
obtaining such degrees.

apply to Kentucky milk and liquor price
regulations, a Legislative Research Commission staff member says.
And it won't immediately affect prices
set under Kentucky's general fair trade
law, though the statute itself will be
eliminated.
Further, several merchants have indicated that majorbrand manufacturers
have ways of controlling retail prices
without fair trade statutes.
Tom Dorman, who has studied fair irade
laws for the Legislative Research Commission in preparation for the 1976 General
Assembly, said the legislature still will
(See Fair Trade, Page 10)
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Trade In Roaming
Husband for New
Model
DEAR ABBY: I found out last week that my husband is
having an affair with another woman. Her husband called
and claimed to have tapes of seversd telephone
conversations between his wife and my husband. I met the
man, heard the tapes and am certain it's my husband's
voice.
When I told my husband, he denied everything. He even
swore on his mother's life that the tapes were rigged. Abby,
there's no way those tapes coukl have been rigged!
This isn't the first time something like this has happened.
Two years ago, a man phoned and told me if my husband
didn't stay away from his wife, he'd "break his face."
Another time, my husband was roughed up, and I always
suspected it was a jealous husband.
What should I do? I'm not young-49. My husband is 53,
and this last woman is 35.
If I divorced him, I could live comfortably on the
settlement. We've been married 33 years. Do you think he'll
ever change?
ON THE FENCE
DEAR ON: At 49 you're still young enough to make a
new life for yourself. Don't count on changing the spots on
your old tiger. It would be easier to get another tiger.

tI

Ladies "Checkmate" Wallet

Our Regular $3.97
•Checkbook Holder
•Credit Card Slots
• Assorted Suedes
• Assorted Leathers

277

DEAR ABBY: I'm a fairly attractive, middle-age
divorcee who recently started dating a man a few years
older than myself. He's never been married, but he has
dated women and girls of all ages. He would be quite a catch
(I am told) because he has money and a responsible
position, and he's the generous type. He's not bad-looking,
keeps himself physically fit and is immaculate.
Now for the problem: When we go out for dinner, he
brings his own salad dressing in a little jar. Also he carries
wheatgerm in a plastic bag, and he sprinkles it on almost
everything he eats. I guess you could call him a health-food
nut. He neither smokes nor drinks.
Do you think I, a normal, healthy woman, could be happy
with a man like this?
D.
DEAR D.: If his only "faults" are those listed above, I
think you'd be lucky to bag him.

For the girls...
Fuzzy Moos in Pink.
Blue, Gold or Grape
Sizes 9-3 Reg. $2 47

173
For the boys...
NEM! Batman Slipivrs
Tan Warmly-lined
Sizes 8-3 Reg $2 97

Men s Terry-lined
Corduroy Slippers
Brown Green or Grey
SAVE $1 36, Reg $4 47

*Use Your MASTER CHARGE Card
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray
10-8 Friday
10-7 Mon.-Thurs.
1-6 Sun.
9-8 Sat.

Gettoknow us; youll like us.

ICSALPN District 17, Unit 1,
will have a Christmas party at
Murray Shrine Club's annual the Holiday Inn at seven p. m.
Christmas party and potluck
dinner will be held at the WOW Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Hall at 6:30 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church at
seven p. m.
Sunday,December 14
concert
by Alateen will meet at the AA
Christmas
Calloway County High School Hall at seven p. m.
Band and Chorus will be at the
Jeffrey gym at three p. m. The Kirksey Senior Citizens will
public is invited.
have their Christmas potluck at
Mr. and Mrs. Cleat Downing the Kirksey Methodist Church
of Benton Route Five will have Fellowship Hall (old school
open house in celebration of cafeteria) at six p. m. A
their 50th wedding anniversary Christmas skit will be given by
at their home from two to four the first graders of North
by
Elementary followed
p.m.
everyone joining in singing
Murray Art Guild is open Christmas carols. Everyone
invited and call Jan Maddox,
from noon to four p.m.
753-8193, for information.
Christmas cantata will be
Murray Chapter of National
presented at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church at 6:30 Secretaries Association (Inp.m. Santa Claus will also make ternational) will meet at seven
p. m. at the Murray Woman's
a visit.
Club House, Vine Street, for the
annual Christmas party. The
Sunday, December 14
Good Shepherd United buffet meal will be followed
Methodist Church Christmas with entertainment by Treys
program will be held at two Mathis. Husbands and guests of
members are invited.
p.m. at the church.
Douglas Civic Improvement
Club will meet at seven p. m. at
the Douglas Community Center.
All members and citizens are
St. Leo's Parish Christmas asked to be present.
party will be at the Murray
Woman's Club House, 702 Vine,
at six p. m. Make reservations
by December 12 by calling 7539953 or 753-7431.
First Christian Church will
have a potluck supper in the
fellowship hall at six p.m.

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I went to a party the
other night. There were eight married couples—all between
the ages of 25 and 35.
Young Adult I Christmas
We got into a discussion about what we notice first in a
party of First Baptist Church
member of the opposite sex. Then, the hostess got the
will be held at the home of Mr.
bright idea of passing out pencils and paper and asking us
And Mrs. Richard Jones at eight
all to write down what we notice first.
p.m.
Here are the results:
The men: One wrote, "her legs"; another, "her behind":
Sunday, December 14
another, "her eyes"; another, "her hands" (to see if she's 1
married); another, "her complexion"; another, "her hair";
Senior recitals by Neil Miller,
another, "her smile"; another, "how she smells."
Hawesville, baritone, will be at
Here's what the women wrote: Two put down,"how he's
two p. m. and Mary Ann Willis,
built"; one, "his clothes"; one, "his hair"; one, "his
Livermore, piano, will be at
mouth"; one "his fingernails"; one, "his eyes"; and
3:30 p.m. in the Farrell Recital
another, "his voice."
Hall of Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Isn't that interesting?
WAS THERE
Annual Christmas open house
DEAR WAS: Very. It's surprising that in this
will be held at the Murray
bosom-conscious culture, not one man said he noticed a
Country Club from four to seven
woman's bosom first! And no two men noticed the same
p. m. with members of the
thing. Also, only two women agreed his physique).
board of directors and their
wives or husbands as hosts and
Readers, please send me a postcard, telling me what YOU
notice first about the opposite sex. You need not sign your
hostas 5.
Dame.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
Monday, December 15
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Penny Homemakers Club will
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
meet at the home of Mrs. Ruby
Harrell at ten a. m.fora potluck
luncheon and exchange of gifts.

wTis the
Season To
Be Jolty"
Prices Good
thru Tuesday

Monday, December U
Caroling, sponsored by the
Baptist Student Center, for all
MS students, faculty and staff
will start at the center at 6:30
p.m.

Murray Art Guild is open
from noon to four p.m.

By Abigail Van Buren
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Saturday, December 13
Christmas party for children,
preschool through third grade,
will be at Oaks Country Club at
1.45 p. m. with surprise visitor.
Call Barbara McCuiston, phone
436-2632, for information.

Frances Drake

Esther Sunday School Class
Church wide potluck supper
for congregation of Seventh and Christmas dinner will be held in
Poplar Church of Christ will be the fellowship hall of Memorial
at the Murray Woman's Club Baptist Church at 6:30 p.m.
House at six p. m.

o vs by assays TrIbree-14.Y. Nese *MM..Me..

Also visit ow awesIn
Mayfield & Patio

Your Individual Horoscope

ifgt, COM MU NITY
,,„..
CALENDAR

Make someone jollier by
returning that overdue
book to the Calloway
County Public Library
For your convenience we
now have a book return
container placed outside
the library building.

Bridge 8 Luncheon
Planned At Oaks
The women of the Oaks
Country Club will have their
Christmas bridge and luncheon
at the club at 9:30 a.m. on
Wednesday, December 17.
Each one is to bring a dish for
the luncheon and a white
elephant gift.
Reservations should be made
by Tuesday noon by calling
Jennifer Crouse, 753-4605.
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1975 imagination
Stretch
without overplaying it Concentrate on new methods,ideas.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) le11140
Auspicious for just about
that strength= the
=teen men of good will
4zpMacts indiscretion.
c
end

Y,DECEMBERetforts.
ND
inAwninn
ancti
SI
Look in ineFOR
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA
Your perceptiveness not quite
as keen as usuaL Care! Be sure
to take all factors into account
when sizing up unexpected (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) AC1
You can coast on your laurels
situations.
if you do not actually waste time
TAURUS
or dissipate talents. The restful
(Apr. 21 to May 21) '-"(ø"
Not a day for forcing issues or day is also useful, indulged with
S011berately bringing up con- proper purpose.
troversial subjects. Hold your AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
peace for the time being.
A fine Uranus aspect enGEMINI
4
*. courages your particular know(May 22 to June 21) 116
You will have access to some how, sensitivity to situations
unusual gains now if you move and reasoning powers. These
with forethought and know-how. are winners always — but
Mercury, propitious, stimulates especially now.
PISCES
your ingenuity and Intuition.
Xet
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
CANCER
Some situations complicated.
(June 22 to July 23)
A bit of news received Be sure you have all the facts
rocrea
decitke
decison.g
sions.
or
is
have e before making
could
on your
unexpectedly
expecte
ham
unp
job Whether day
Impact
status; may concern a new you have strenuous tasks,
responsibility and compen- remain serene.
satory gain.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
LEO
leader and executive.
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 444Z
Continue toward your goals You gasp situations quickly,
even if you have not yet thus frequently finding opreceived positive results. An portunities where others would
influential friend may lend a be unaware. You are a whiz at
figures and would be a sonhelping hand.
anus _sation in the financial world.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) "Jr 1. Incidentally, this gift for
Capitalize on your clear-cut, mathematics, plus an uncanny
smart perceptions. Direct your ability to assess odds correctly,
versatility into profitable makes you a highly successful
channels. An all-around good gambler. But use care here.
Overconfidence could lead you
day!
r4-i to excessive addiction. If you
LIBRA
' decide not to undertake
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 101s4 6
Past efforts should be bearing business or finance as a career,
fruit now. Study tendencies and your next best bet is the law —
changes that may seem odd, but especially in the trial area. On
the personal side, you are
may hold new advantages.
gregarious, gentle In manner
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Me* and generous almost to a fault.
A better-than-average day — Birthdate of: Tycho Brahe,
one which encourages your best ,Danish astronomer.
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Hey Kids.. Santa Comes toTown
and Santa will be in his little workshop every night from
otti 3:30 to 7:30 until December 23. Most Downtown Murray
cool
Merchants will be open til 8 p.m. each evening.
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Clarence Culver and David Palmer of
Calloway County received the highest
average for their burley tobacco in the
FFA annual show and sale held at
Paducah.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Sam
Arnett of Mayfield Route Five, mother of
Mrs. William C. Adams of Murray, and
Clarence N. Darnall of Hardin.
Men in service: Pvt. Larry E. Scott is
with the Second Bn., 15th Infantry, now
stationed in Germany; Airman Van
McGinnis is now in training at Sheppard
Air Force Base, Texas.
The Murray State Racers beat San
Fernando 110 to 79 in basketball with Herb
McPherson hitting for 22 points for
Murray.
Curn Mathis was honored with a birthday dinner last Sunday at his home.
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Dear Consumer

Getting Involved
In Government
By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the
President and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare
Are you interested in getting more involved in the focintilation of consumer
Policy?
As the result of recent actions taken by
the 17 Departments and agencies of the
Executive Branch, you will now be able to
participate in the government decisionmaking process to a greater degree than
ever before.
Responding to a directive issued last
April by President Ford, the Departments
and agencies of the Executive Branch
have developed new plans to increase
cOnsumer participation in the actions of
government.
Consumer
Called
Representation Plans, these proposed
agency programs were published Nov. 26,
1975 in the Federal Register for consumers
and other interested groups to comment on
and review. Although each plan has been
tailored to the circumstances of the individual agency, most propose some
common steps to improve consumer
representation. These steps include:
-Creating or continuing a special office
or official within the agency or Department to be responsible for implementing
the plan and for advising the agency on
consumer matters;
-Announcing at the earliest possible
date issues under consideration by the
agencies.
-Increasing participation of agency
field offices as a way to better communication with consumers at the local
level:
-Using consumer complaints as a tool

to pinpoint areas where further action by
the agencies is needed.
Now that the plans have been published,
it is very important that you, as a consumer, get the chance to read the
propoaals and give the agencies your ideas
and comments. Therefore, I have worked
with the Federal Consumer Information
Center, which distributes consumer
publications nationwide, to make sure that
copies of the Federal Register will be
available free to any consumer who writes
for one. To get yours, write: Consumer
Information Center, Dept. K, Pueblo, Colo.
81009.
As another step to insure that you are
involved in the development of these new
plans, the Administration has scheduled a
series of public meetings to be held across
the country to explain how the plans work
and to invite consumer comments. I hope
you will try to attend one of these meetings
and make your voice heard. The following
is the list of hearing dates so that you can
mark them off on your calendar:
-Jan. 13-Northwestern University,
Chicago, Ill.
-Jan. 14-Muelbach Hotel, Kansas City,
Mo.
-Jan. 16-Sheraton Boston Hotel,
Boston, Mass.
-Jan. 19-Stouffer's Atlanta Hotel,
Atlanta, Ga.
-Jan. 21-University of Houston,
Houston, Tex.
-Jan. 23-Sheraton Hotel, Philadelphia,
Pa.
-Jan. 26-Brown Palace, Denver, Colo.
-Jan. 29-Stanford University, San
Francisco, Calif.
-Jan. 30-Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles,
Calif.

A. B.( Happy) Chandler raised his right
hand today and with pride tempered with
humility became governor of the Commonwealth of Kentucky for the second
time.
Joe Freeland, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mason Freeland of Route One, Buchanan,
Tenn., has won the state Junior Chamber
of Commerce "Voice of Democracy"
contest.
The Murray Training School Orchestra
will have its Fourth Annual Orchestra
Christmas breakfast on December 16 with
Miss Judy Barnett serving as toastmistress.
Mr. and Mrs. Will H. Broach will
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on December 18 at their home on
South 16th Street.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Lady
Godiva" starring Maureen O'Hara and
George Nader.

30 Years Ago
The Hut, a popular restaurant with the
college vicinity and the whole community,
was totally destroyed by fire December 10.
It was owned by Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Hughes.
Boy Scouts of the Happy Valley District
will hold a district court of honor on
December 17 at the Murray Woman's Club
House, according to Dr. 0. C. Wells,
chairman of the advancement committee.
Deaths reported include Frank Pashen,
Mrs. Shellie Ethridge Sleeper, age 46, J.
W. Reading, age 72, Miss Leevada Thorn.
age 14, Mrs. C. C. McKinney, and Nock
Wilson.
A crop of 34.17 bushels per acre was the
corn growing championship of Calloway
County in the 1945 National DeKalb Hybrid
corn growing contest. James McCallon
was the corn grower.
Births reported this week include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Eubert Hale on December
9,a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerald Trirnble on
December 11, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Kelso on December 10, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Henry on December
8.
Richard ( Dickie) Hood, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hall Hood, was given honorable
mention for All-Pennsylvania College
tackel by coaches and sports authorities in
their recent selections.

Bible Thought
Finally, my brethren, be strong
in the Lord, and in the power of his
might. Ephesians 6:10.
Allow him to work through and
to live within you that men may
boast of his love and faith and not
of your works and prowess.

Let's Stay Well

Coffee Intake And Miscarriage
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
Preliminary evidence indi- metabolize or break down cafcates that pregnant women who feine. Even newborns cannot do
are heavy coffee drinkers may so until a few days after birth.
increase their chances of According to a preliminary remiscarrying.
port in Science News, Prof. Paul
• Research has established that Weathersbee and associates of
excesive drinking of alcohol the University of Illinois at Urand frequent smoking of tobacco bana-Champaign have found
by a pregnant woman can harm that caffeine has almost the
the inborn fetus. Now,studies in same effect as radiant energy on
progress suggest that excessive cells -- both can cause genetic
coffee intake by a pregnant damage and other problems.
woman may also harm the un- This finding may be related to
born baby.
the high rate of miscarriage
Utah has the lowest rate of among women who are heavy
fetal death in the United States. coffee drinkers.
and this fact may be related to
the make-up of the population ,
Ftesearchers at the University
which is principally Mormon. As of Illinois studied 550 families in
a rule, Mormons do not use which a pregnancy occurred in
W74. The results showed that
alcohol, tobacco, or caffeine.
Caffeine is one of many subs- pregnant women who drink
tances which has the capacity to more than six cups of coffee a
pass readily through the placen- day tend to have miscarriages.
ta from the mother to the fens, Prof Weathersbee said, "We
and the fetus may not be able to found that 13 of 14 women who

said they drank an average of
seven cups of coffee or more
daily had an unfavorable pregnancy " Because Mormon
families avoid coffee, they are
being used as a control group for
these studies
Prof. Weathersbee indicated
that coffee is probably only one
of several factors that affect
reproduction. "Generally, we
have found that a person who is
that exciasive in coffee intake
tends to be excessive in other
behavior patterns, such as heavy
smoking or use of over-thecounter drugs. But we didn't look
into those interactions."
Q. Mrs P.R. asks if it is really
true that a mother's milk for her
newborn transfers chemicals to
the baby to fight infecting
A Human breast milk from
the new mother transfers to the

BLASINGAME

baby chemicals (im•
munoglobulins) which afford
protection against infection.
especially in the first weeks of
life while the infant is developing its own immune bodies to
combat infection.
Q. Mrs, D.E. would like to
know if regular use of aspirin
can cause serious blood low.
A. Each dose of aspirin probably causes minute blood loss that
is inconsequential. However.
when aspirin is taken on a regular basis (four or more times a
week), it may lead to significant
blood loss. Aspirin interferes
with the stickiness of the blood
platelets which are important in
blood cketing. Aspirin should not
be taken on,a regular basis except under order and otservatan by a physician.

Kentucky changed administrations
yesterday with 37 year old Albert Benjamin Chandler of Versailles becoming
governor.
Deaths reported this week include C. C.
Miller, age 68, and Mrs. Eliza Ann Virginia
Davy, age 80.
Burman Parker was named as Murray
Chief of Police for 1936 at the meeting of
the Murray City Council. John Ryan was
renamed city attorney and Charles
Grogan as city clerk.
J. N. ( Buddy Ryan of Murray is pictured with six coons which he captured on
a single night's hunt last week in the
Kentucky bottoms near Murray.
County Agent J. T. Cochran will explain
the marketing of the 1935 tobacco crop at
meetings to be held at various places in the
county.
Births reported this week include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Street on December

5

The Murray Woman's Club met at the
home of Mrs. J. D. Sexton on West Main
Street with Mrs. W. J. Caplinger presiding.
Rev. W. C. Skinner, son of Rev. and Mrs.
J. E. Skinner, has accepted the pastorate
of the Golden Pond Baptist Church.
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What Do You Dream
By Mrs. Verde McCoy
What are you dreaming, my baby pup
When you turn and you twist and you sound so gruff,
Or is it a pain in your tummy so small,
Or is it either one at all?
What do you dream, my baby pup
When I hold you and stroke you .. my bundle of fluff,
Are you far away in the frozen north
Pulling your pack sled back and forth?
Or are you high in a penthouse tall
Where you can look down and watch things so small.
And I'll bet you are proud to have people know
In the Northland, in a penthouse, pet or show
That you're quite at home wherever you are,
With your black eyes sparkling like northern stars.
I love you, little pup...
(Editor's note: Mrs. McCoy has owned and shown American Eskimo dogs and puppies since 1958.

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials
Federal Level

U. S. See. Weeded N. Ford(D)
4121 Dirties bildiap
Iteddegies, D. C. 20510
U.S. bp. Carrel /1•998rd, Jr.(0)
423 Cato Meese Office lloildlag
litedleptio, D. C. 26515
Al) U S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3121 whore a U S Capitol
operator will con.-wect you with the official of your choice

Stets Capitol Bollilleg
Frwirfert, Ky. MAL

Funny World
KIDS

US. See. Wafter "Deo" Nedillostea(D)
3/21 Dirties Iluildhig
Ilataingtea, D. C. 20510

State Level
stst. See. Illeirowd Woiasidativor (D)
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If you can think of something a kid might
do to destroy himself, Dr. Mallory Read
has probably treated it in the emergency
room of Norfolk General Hospital. He cited
a few examples: One 3-year-old entered
with a medicinal smell on his breath. He'd
eaten a jar of skin cream. Another child's
parents were astonished when their child's
urine turned blue. The youngster had
eaten a deodorant cake he found in the
toilet tank. A 3-year-old girl ate a can of
shoe polish. It tasted funny so she washed
it down with a bottle of nail polish
remover. Until two years ago, Dr. Read
said, a simple item such as a quarter
lodged in the stomach of a child would

require- major surgery. Today, if a child
swallowed a quarter, a tube would be
inserted through the mouth with a deflated
balloon on the end. When the tube reached
the stomach,the balloon would be inflated.
The quarter rides the balloon out of the
stomach into the throat area where it can
be removed. Dr. Read counted 33 bike
accidents directly related to the Snake
River Canyon jump made by Evel Knievel.
The most ridiculous injury of this type
occurred when a 10-year-old constructed a
launch ramp over an old washing
machine. Dr. Read said, "Funny thing, he
made it. The accident took place when the
boy's 34-year-old mother tried it. She
suffered a skull fracture and a bad case of
embarrassment." Lawrence Maddrey,
Virginia Pilot)
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THE WOVE to GIMPEACH SANTA
Chapter Five
By Robert J. Boyle
The morning that Juniperperper and Jinkersnipes were
to leave for the UN to defend
Santa Claus against impeachment charges, a blizzard started.
The pilot of North Pole One.
Jumpin' Jack came into the
ready room and said to Santa,
Jinkersnipes and Juniperperper,"I don't know if we can
make it today. That's a humdinger of a blizzard out there."
"We have to make it, Jumpin Jack.- Juniperperper said.
"If we don't, Evel Whone will
win by default and there
wouldn't be any Christmas.'•
"Then by all means we'll
try," Jumpin' Jack said. "If
necessary, Fl! use the snow
chaser but they use a lot of gasoline."
"What do the snow chasers
do?" asked Juniperperper.
"Chase snow. • Jumpin' Jack
replied. "They're the newest
thing. Only Air Force One has
them. Instead of snow falling
on the plane the snow chasers
blow the snow away as we have
a tunnel of snow-free air to fly
in. But with the gas shortage, I
don't often use them."
"This is a red emergency,Santa said. "So if you have to
use them it is all right ..."
"Then thumbs up and let's
get aboard." -Jumpin' Jack
said.
Santa turned to Juniper-.
perper and Jinkersnipes.
"Elves, I'm counting on
You," he said. "But even if it
doesn't turn out all right, I
know that you will have done
your best. Lots of luck.
"Don't worry, Santa,- Juniperperper said. "I have a plan
and I'm sure we will win.'"Yeh; Santa," Jinkers said.
-Get your hag ready because
oft Christmas eve you'll again
he traveling around the world
with tays for good boys and
"I certainly hope so. I certainly hope so," Santa said.
The elves put their flight
gear and after shaking hands
with Santa they boarded the
plane.
"Fasten your seat belts,"
•Iumpin' -Jack said. "It's going
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"Hello. she said "I•rii•Julia June"
in Jack said.
to be a rough (light."
He turned the plane into the
The elf pilot, sitting atop
seven pillows, gunned the en- blizzard, put the "on- button
gine and soon North Pole One for the snow chasers on and
was skidding down the runway headed for New York and the
and plopped right into a snow- UN.
Juniperperper and Jinkerbank."Oh, oh," said Jumpin snipes settled back in their
Jack."how will we ever get out seats.
"It'll he a long flight," Juniof this?"
He looked out the window perperper said. "We might as
and saw IS reindeer racing to- well make ourselves comfortable."
ward the plane.
.lust then the ell stewardess,
"Here comes our rescuers.••
Juanita came down the aisle.
Juniperperper said.
"Cherry tea, frosty huns,
The reindeer, with their
horns, started to push the lemon tang delight. North Pole
plane back on the runway.. crisps." she said. "Anything
After much huffing and puffing you want,fellows."Hey, I didn't know we had a
they succeeded.
"Try it again," said Jocular stewardess on this flight," Jinfrom the airport tower. "And kersnipes said to Juniperthis time gun it real hard. perper. "She is a pretty elf all
right.You're cleared for ta keoff.
"Keep your mind on our
Aga in .Jumpin' Jack gunned
the plane. The huge motors work and not that girl." Juni•
roared against the blizzard. perperper said. But he looked
Slowly, this time. the plane be- up at the stewardess and
gan to move and it soon took to smiled.
Juanita said."I wish you two
the air.
"Smooth takeoff:2:----Joefflor-.the. best of Luck. Fru_ sure that
said from the tower. "You are two very handsome and incleared all the way to the Unit- telligent elves such as youred Nations. Your ETA will he selves will vindicate Santa
Claus."
2:30 p.m."Alt gee whiz," Jinkersnipes
"Thank you• tower.- Jump.

said.
"Miss," said Juniperperper.
"If you would like to have dinner with me at the El Tora in
New York tomorrow evening
I'll be free."
Juanita laughed and replied,
"Well, I'll have to ask my husband, the pilot Jumpin' Jack."
Jinkersnipes
laughed.
-Foiled again.- he said toJuniperperper.
"I didn't know Jumpin' Jack
was married," Juniperperper
said.
"You do now," Jinkersnipes
'laughed."You do now."
The two elves settled back in
their seats and for the next
couple of hours studied legal
briefs on past impeachment
proceedings.
They were so engrossed in
heir work that they didn't notice another stewardess coming
toward them.
"Hello," she said. "I'm Julia
June. Are you ready for a sandwich.••
"Wow," whispered Juniper.
perper to Jinkersnipes. "She is
beautiful."Julia June." he said to the
pretty blonde elf stewardess. "I
don't believe we have met. I'm
Juniperperper and this is my
assistant Jinkersnipes."
"1 know all about you two,"
Julia June smiled. "In fact I
have often seen you. Juniperperper, at the North Pole."( don't remember,- Juniperperper said."And I'm sure I
would remember you.. "You were too busy to notice, I guess," Julia June
laugbed."Now, would vou care
to eat"
"Say. Julia June.- :Juniperperper said. "I'm going to be
tree tomorrow evening. How
would you like to have dinner
with me at the El Tora?"'Love to," she smiled. "Now
I'll get your lunch."
Jinkersnipes turned to Juni perperper andrsaid, "You're a
caution. Here .we are going to
defend Sainf,a and you have
your mind
Julia .June."
"Don't worry about me."
3ottiperperpee-.M4.4-eart-rerer----business and pleasure."I sure hope so." Jinkersnipes replied.
(More Tornorroti
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Uncle
Jeff's
Al merchoodiso sold ot emu& prices

Fishing Tackle
Camping Equipment
Booting Accessories
•. (vt
Guns I? Ammo
Hwf. 641 South Nee 753-9491

Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods
Outdoorsmen-We now have the Herman Sport
& Hiking Shoes with Speed Lacing and Vibram
Soles & Heels.
1203 Chestnut

4)1

11)04)R tin*: VI a

ttf Melilla l.111,10”1,
hustler-N.. foNlierawa and wisers aim enjav the
bought 30,000 to 40,000 empty
cartridge cases, 200 pounds of
powder and a ton of shot.
During the off-season a small
army of servants was kept
busy, loading and reloading in
preparation for the shoots.
over
250,000
included
Although he did shoot a rifle
pheasant—an
incredible and even went on safari in
average of 67 kills a day. Using Africa, Ripon was primarily a
a super-trained relay team wingshot. During one off-season
handing him loaded shotguns he became so bored that he
Ripon once shot 28 pheasant in ordered special light shells
60 seconds,and killed 575 grouse loaded with dust. With these he
in one day. On a five-week shoot would prowl his orchards
in Hungary 7000 partridges fell shooting bees and butterflies in
to his guns, 240 in one drive competition with the local
alone. He and five others in a vicar. This bee and butterfly
three-day manor shoot ac- hunting soon became an
counted for 5671 pheasant, 5033 established ritual, again with
rabbits and 38 "various" — that carefully recorded scores.
Rocky Shapla, left, and Tommy Reid killed the limit of six
No one could deny that Ripon
is, cats, jays, crows, starlings,
Mallard ducks on Thursday morning, December 11, on the
rats, and anything else within was a masterful shot. He used
Ohio River.
range.
only
full-choked
Purdey
In the great English drive- shotguns with 30-inch barrels.
hunts it was customary for With these he was deadly out to
gunners to shoot two shotguns, 70 yards. On his own estate he
one being loaded by a helper positioned his grouse blinds 80
The Nationwide Outdoor of Fishing and Hunting,
while the other was shot. Ripon yards apart instead of the
Recreation Plan, prepared by published by the Department of
had a specially drilled platoon customary 50, delighted that he
the Bureau of Outdoor the Interior, places the total
of aides, who worked with three could shoot birds that his guests Recreation as a planning guide' number of days spent hunting
weapons. In one incident that could not reach. On one
for America's future outdoor each year at 203.7 million. In
received wide publicity, beaters pheasant shoot 47 birds were
recreation needs, ranks hunting contrast, the BOR survey shows
sent a flock of five grouse downed. Ripon got 46, the guests
one of the nation's least 17.5 million days afield.
as
streaking toward him at top one.) On the great manor shoots
The inaccurate BOR findings
important outdoor activities.
speed. Ripon folded the lead a gunner was considered good if
misleading con- support a questionable adgrossly
This
bird at 70 yards, shot the second he killed 40 percent of the birds
clusion was due primarily to the ministration proposal, also
at 50, changed guns to down he chose to shoot at. Ripon's
fact that BOR's survey was contained in the report, to
numbers three and four over lifetime average, taking all conducted during the summer channel Land and Water
head, changed guns again to shots as they come, was a quarter when few hunting Conservation Fund monies into
spin around and kill the fifth breathtaking 70 percent.
high -cost inner-city
seasons are open.
bird at 50 yards out.
In September of 1923 Ripon
recreational projects such as
Far from being ashamed of was on a grouse shoot. In the
Surprisingly, the BOR report swimming pools, picnic areas,
his butchery, Ripon bragged first five drives he had killed 40, fails to mention other national tennis courts, and development
about it. He kept meticulous 17, 25, 17 and 25 birds. The sixth recreational surveys which of rural natural lands for outrecords of each shot and kill, was even better; on it 53 birds would balance its narrow door recreation. While there's
and every year sent a tally of fell to Ripon's guns. As he seasonal perspective. For no doubt that increased
the previous season's bag, plus turned to reach for a freshly example,the U. S. Bureau of the recreational opportunities are
his accumulated lifetime loaded weapon the 71-year-old Census report on outdoor needed in our cities, such
average to date, to everyone he lord collapsed. Like most of the recreation ranks hunting as 11th facilities are the appropriate
birds he shot at, he was dead instead of 27th as on the BOR province of such programs as
knew.
Records of his ammunition before he hit the ground.
survey, making hunting among the Department of Housing and
Sports Afield the most, not least, popular Urban Development's Open
purchases evidence the man's
obsession. Every year he
activities. Also, the 1970 Survey Space Program.

i„

weekli column

The Greatest Cattle Hog
Unquestionably a wealthy
Englishman, Lord Ripon was
the world's biggest game hog.
He approached hunting with a
blood-thirsty passion that
repulsed his friends and sends
shivers down spines to this day.
His shooting feats resemble the

marathon shoots of Annie
Oakley or Ad Topperwein, with
the difference being that instead of tossed wooden blocks,
Ripon's kills were real wild
birds, flying at top speeds.
Ripon's lifetime bag was 556,813
wildlife specimens—which

Phone 753-8844

Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses

Tennis Department

Double Limit of geese: Joe Pat Futrell of Murray (right) and
Larry Jones of Hardin each took a limit of geese on the
Ballard County Refuge on Thursday of this week Joe Pat
finally gave up on the local deer population and has now
turned his attention to geese. The deer can rest easy but we
will reserve comment on the geese.
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon
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Wastewater Lagoons Attract
Migrating Waterfowl
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St.

753-3226

Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.

a
Prompt, Efficient Service Is Our Business4

ItHSON
753-1933

Taylor Motors

753-1372

time Of The 0.1ke Skitter

Fred Gardner, 010181'

753-5693

A sewage treatment plant,
which has attracted national
attention because it sprays
wastewater effluent on crop
lands, is also attracting
migrating waterfowl in the
thousands. According to Ed
Mikula, waterfowl specialist
with the Michigan Department
of Natural Resources' Wildlife
Division, last year at the peak of
the migrating season more than
50,000 ducks and geese were
drawn to the two lagoons which
store wastewater effluent at the
Wastewater
County
Management
System
in
Muskegon, Michigan.
Before it is sprayed onto six
thousand acres of county-owned
land planted for corn, the
wastewater is treated for
suspended solids and stored in
two artificial lagoons, each
approximately 800 acres in size,
which are located next to one
another. Since the spraying
operation got underway two
years ago, it frequently has
been cited as an example of an
environmentally sound alternative to expensive wastewater
plants
which
treatment
chemically purify polluted
waters.
About two-thirds of the
wastewater handled by the
Muskegon project comes from
industrial sources, mainly a
paper mill. Consequently,
people have watched the c'orn
crops closely, monitoring the
growth and uptake of toxic
substances, and calculating the
costs of their production. Last
year, about $500,000 went into
the production of the corn crop,
which sold for about $350,000.
This year, a crop almost
doubled the size of the 1974 crop
was produced at a cost of about
$550.000. State and county of-

ficials expect the income from
the sales to more than cover the
costs.
Meanwhile, ducks and geese
flying southward have been
attracted in increasing numbers. The DNR Wildlife Division
estimates that approximately
20,000 birds flew in at the peak
of the season in 1973; more than
50,000 did last year. Even more
are expected this year. In fact,
Dr. David Jenkins of the
Wildlife Division believes that
the Muskegon project could
develop into a major stopover
point for waterfowl headed
south, rivaling Wisconsin's
Horicon National Wildlife
Refuge which attracts as many
as 200,000 geese annually.
But the growing numers of
waterfowl may become a
state
problem,
wildlife
management officials fear. So
far, the ducks and geese have
posed no threat to the corn
crops, taking only the residues
left after the harvest. However,
Mikula fears that if too many
waterfowl come into the area,
insufficient food could lead to
depredation of the crops.
Another concern of Mikula's
has been a plan to build a
nuclear power plant at the site
of the lagoons which was considered by Consumers Power
Company.( The director of the
Muskegon wastewater treatment project says that the
nuclear plant construction is not
now being actively considered.)
Mikula has feared that if the
plant were built, its use of the
wastewater for cooling would
prevent the lagoosn from
freezing in the winter and encourage the waterfowl to 'Stay
longer. This would increas4 the
possibility of a food shortage
and environmental Stress,

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
753-2617

predicts Mikula.
Consequently, the Wildlife
Division would like to see
hunting in the area to encourage
the birds to continue their
southward migration.
Presently, hunting in the 10,000
to 11,000 acre area surrounding
the wastewater treatment
system is prohibited and public
access to the land is restricted.
Citizens must obtain a pass
before they enter the area and
return it when they leave.
Explanations
of
the
restrictions on public access
often include comments about
protecting the public health.
But according to
Tom
Wasbotten of . the State's
Municipal Wastewater Division
and Dr. ,.Y. A. Demergian,
manager and director of the
Muskegon project, the main
reason for the restrictions is the
need to prevent vandalism and
to protect workers in the fields.
To date, little monitoring has
been done of the effects of the
wastewater on the local
wildlife.
To determine if there is a
health problem and if hunters in
the area could be adequately
regulated, the State Wildlife
Division has proposed a pilot
project to allow a limited
hunting season for rabbits
within the area after the first of
the year. Division officials
explain that the rabbit
population is abundant, the
season would be opened after
the spraying of the wastewater
had been stopped for the winter,
and the entry of hunters into the
area would be carefully controlled. Samples of animals
taken would be tested for
contamination with pathogens
which could be transmitted to
humans.

Despite the cold weather,
crappie fishermen have fared
well during the last two weeks.
Those brave enough to bundle
up and stay out on the lakes
have taken some catches of
over one hundred fish on
several occasions. Most crappie
have been caught off the ledges
at a depth of about nine to
thirteen feet. Fishermen using
the basic spider setup fish
minnows on the double hook
crappie rig just off the break of
the ledge in submerged cover.
Mason Thomas and Carlo
Sanderlin each caught the sixty
fish limit last week on Barkley.

Whether the pilot project will
be conducted will depend on the
county which owns the land. As
of early November, the
wastewater treatment system
director said that the pilot
project was still being studied
by the county.
Depsite all the attention given
to the waterfowl coming into the
area, there is disagreement
about the numbers that can be
expected to be flying in the
future. While the Wildlife
Division fully expects the
number this year to exceed
50,000, Municipal Wastewater
Division's Wasbotten believes
the number of birds will begin to
drop. In the past, he says, the
birds were attracted to
vegetation in the lagoons, which
now has disappeared. The
employees of the wastewater
managements system
in
Muskegon only report that the
number of birds flying in this
year "seems to be the highest
yet."

Then Mason and Wayne Darnall
went again and caught over one
hundred. Other fishermen have
also done well on Barkley Lake.
Robert Lowe Sr. and his son
Ricky have had much success
catching those slabs. Hudson
Smith has gone fishing several
times this fall when he wasn't
stripping tobacco or tending
store. He always catches his
share of bragging size crappie.
Many of the bays on either
side of the Barkley bridge have
produced some large catches of
crappie. South of the bridge in
Devil's Elbow, Terrapin,
Donaldson, Fords, and Pryor
are some real good ledges to
fish where the crappie school up
during the winter and spring. To
the north are Little River,
Crooked Creek, Jake's Fork,
Hurricane, Motley, and several
other bays which hold lots of
good crappie. Taylor Bay and
Honker Lake are closed to
fishing during the waterfowl
season,
+ -f
If you plan to rig up your boat
for crappie fishing this winter,
now is the time to find some
good buys on depth finders,
trolling motors, batteries, seats
pedestals, poles, and other
items.
Many merchants in Nlurra

carry a fine line of boating and
fishing products. You can find
almost all the items you need to
rig your boat completely for
crappie fishing. Compared to
stores in other towns in this
area, the prices are very
reasonable.
++++++
Next spring I will teach a
crappie fishing class as a part of
the Life and Learning Series
offered at Murray State. For
further information call Dr.
Donald E. Jones, Dean of
Continuing Education.
Also, next March the annual
crappie fishing seminar will be
held at Murray Bait. Some of
the top crappie fishermen in
this area will help conduct the
event.
-4- + +-f+
If you plan to be out fishing in
this cold weather, try to avoid
motoring up and down the
lakes. You can drive to most of
the good fishing areas, unload
your boat at the launching
ramp, a motor only a few
hundred yards or so to some
great fishing without having to
get out on the main river
channel.
Also wear plenty of warm
clothing and, of course, wear
your life jacket at all times.
Good luck and good fishing.
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BUCKET MOUTHS — Horace Coleman lugs a couple 61 6
pound pitrriunker bass he tanded-recentty per%•'Thin Tor
plugs. Happy Horace lives on Route 1, Murray. - Photo Courtesy of Otasto
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Nothing pleases a sportsman
more than gifts that he can use
to pursue whatever sport it is
that he is hung up on. The
bowhunter is no different, but
Well it surely is that time of he
is a lot harder to buy for
the year again and that is not a because his
sport is not so well
reference to the fact that the known as the
sports followed by
second half of bow season opens the birdhunter or the
fisherthis weekend in L. B. L man.
What I am trying to say is
Although bowhunting is very this, be sure you
know what it is
close to my heart, I want to take that you want to
buy and go to
time to offer a few hints to those buy it at a place that
has
of you who have a bowhunter in qualified people to help
you With
your house that you will try to your purchase.
please come Christmas Day.
Several of the sponsors of this
HOW TO MAKE
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL FOR
YOUR BOWHUNTER
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PLENTY OF VENISON — The Barrows, (L to r.) George,
Floyd, and Dwayne are three generations of hunters who
each bagged a doe during the same day in the Land Between The Lakes on Nov. 24. Seventy-eight year old grandpa
George was born in LEK as was his son, Floyd. The trio, who
now reside in Hazel, Ky., had a great day's hunt in their old
stompin'grounds.

After two unsuccessful atFOUR WHEELING
tempts with the Winch Dale
By Hamp Brooks, Jr.
Having near foundered on backed his truck up to robust
turkey and dressing and being a oak tree and tied the rear
member of the inbetween part bumper to it. While there was
of society (between diapers and never any doubt as to the power
social security) which appears of the winch (something on the
to be on the verge of becoming order of twenty-four tons
stockholders of a great city, it is pulling power with a block) the
with a rather unpredictable pencil thin cable was highly
disposition that I attempt to overstressed. By some stroke of
luck it held and the Blazer was
write this article.
The local four wheel drive scooted backward to solid
scene has been one of con- footing.
My wife along with her friend,
siderable activity this past
Sue Archer and the two herds of
week.
Shortly after Thanksgiving children took off in the "Red
dinner which caused me to get Runt" (family Jeep) the other
two inches shorter than I was day on a pine cone gathering
supposed to be on the height- expedition. Their travels took
weight scale according to it I them across a corn field that
am not overweight but I should , had been disced prior to the
be eleven inches taller) the rain. I got my first version of
telephone rang. Stevie Treas what happened from the three
announced that he was talking year old son.
In between "break - break,
to a fellow in dire need of a
winch. It seemed that a Blazer buuhhiumnddd, buuuhhruiddd,
was stuck in the Clarks river ten four, "I leanred that
Mommy got the Jeep muddy, it
bottom.
Not wishing to be in the made lots and lots of noise, and
position of the Mississippi much mud rose high in the sky
National Guard taking on the behind them. The five year old
Peoples Republic of China I son mentioned much of the
suggested that we might need same things in addition to going
some reinforcements. Stevie sideways, hindways, and other
agreed and called some of the ways along with who would
other local four wheelers. The wash the red Jeep. From the
-Red Runt" roared to life with wife I learned that they got
the gusto of a hungry hound dog along fine as long as the thing
and promptly burst the heater that looked like a speedometer
hose. The carport took on the but wasn't read over 5000.
appearance of Niagara Falls From looking at the red Jeep I
and ten dollars of antifreeze learned that those pine cones
settled upon the surrounding were going to cost about a
quarter apiece at the car wash.
area.
Dale Spencer was contacted From previous experience
and he arrived in his big red with other youngsters on their
Chevy pickup with the D9 winch first real four wheel drive ride I
on front. Only problem is he's imagine that Sue Archer is
using television antenna guy going to be listening to
wire for a cable. Barry Cain "Buuuhhhrindd, Buuuhtthruicidshowed up in his new Jeep truck d, Break - Break, Buuuhhruidd,
and these two rigs along with Ten four" for the next week or
Stevie's CJ5 took us to the place so.
A four wheel drive in real
where the Blazer had suffered a
cessation of all motions save the action is something that a young
one described by Newton that child remembers a long time.
says an anvil dropped from the Ask my father what it did to me.
sky will fall faster, hit harder, Congratulations Ricky Peal
and sink deeper than a feather. on your new CJ5. Eddie Huie
In the language of most of us has just bought a 1942 Ford
common folks it was STUCK. GPW army Jeep. Some of you
The exhaust pipe was about readers are more than a little
six inches under water ( not to familiar with these. Dan
mention mud) and the sound Meaty" Gardner is sporting a
was somewhat reminiscent of new style draw bar these days those War movies involving looks almost like "HighGerman U boats. Trying not to pockets." Dale Spencer is
be too critical of Mr. General reported to be considering
Motors and his cousin, Sir giving his truck its annual wash
Chevrolet le Blazer, this par- job. Larry Rogers finally broke
ticular descendant had been down and bought a set of big
shod at the factory with a set of tires for his CIS. They pertires that would make a Vega formed so well he's already
look pc_ c a barefoot orphan. I climbed a tree with them.
have been f-ola that they used --It1SreportecrthatSante Ma
more than a pair of one by fours is considering trading his
for the foundation of the Empire reindeer for a four wheel drive.
Pollution control devices for
State building.

sPonsors on this page can help
you find the boot that is right for
your bowhunter.
Hunting knives will please
most bowhunters. A few words
of caution are in order if you are
thinking about buying a knife.
The blade of good hunting knife
should be on the short side if the
hunter will be dressing game
such as deer. Those so called
"hunting knives" with the huge
blades may be wicked looking
but they are really -wicked"
when you try to dress a deer
with one of them.
A good hunting knife doesn't
need a blade much over four
inches if the prime function of
the knive will be the dressing of
game. The short knives are
much more suitable for the
delicate cuts that have to be
made inside the deer especially
when you consider that the
hunter must use the knife up
inside the carcass where he
cannot see what he is doing.
How about a subscription to a
bowhunting periodical. Here is
a gift sure to please even the
most grouchy old bowhunter.
There are four publications on
the market at this time. These
include: BOWHUNTER
ARCHERY
MAGAZINE,
WORLD, BOW AND ARROW
and ARCHERY MAGAZINES.
These magazines cost about
five dollars for a years subscription. You can be sure that
this gift will please your
bowhunter each time a new
issue arrives and he goes off in
his corner to read it.
A new camouflage suit will
really catch his eye come
Christmas motning. There is no
real difficulty with this gift, just
keep the pattern on the dark
side and allow enough in the size
to accommodate whatever
clothes he may wear under his
new camo suit.
Have you thought about a
wildlife print? Some bowhunters are really into wildlife
reindeer are extremely ex- prints and we are very lucky to
pensive and the OSHA approved have several galleries here in
landing device on his sleigh was town that can supply you with a
so heavy that it fell timough a suitable print and the matting
and framing service that goes
roof on its first trial run.
with it. A print is a lasting Of!
Hope you had a happy Turkey that will bring pleasure to your
day, wish for you a merry bowhunter and the entire
run from
Christmas, would like it to be a family. Prices
white one, and hang in there. inexpensive to about as high as
Have a nice week and HAPPY you want to go.
There are numerous small
FOUR WHEELING.

page sell bowhunting equipment and are quite willing to
help you with your selections.
Don't be afraid to ask what you
may think are dumb questions.
There is no such thing as a
dumb question. Questioning is
the heart of any educational
process and finding out about
bowhunting equipment may
require asking a few questions.
Start off by asking your
bowhunter for suggestions
about what he needs in the way
of supplies for his sport. Don't
be dismayed if you don't have
any idea about what he is
saying. Just remember what he
has said so that you can repeat
it to one of the sales people in
any of the local stores who sell
what it is that he wants.
Bowhunters always need
arrows. The trick in buying
arrows is to watch when your
bowhunter practices. Note the
arrows that he uses and borrow
one of them to take with you
when you go to pick out his gift.
The store personnel will appreciate knowing exactly what
type, spine and length to sell
you in an arrow.
Hunting boots are another
item that you can't go wrong on.
Show me a hunter of what ever
type and I will show you a
person that will always appreciate a new pair of boots.
Here, the task is easier because
the foot sizes of the people
around your house are a well
known fact. All that is needed is
to decide what type of boot you
want and here again the

What are buddies for? Mike Finley (left), of Murray, harvested this four point buck on the first morning of the
season last Saturday. Mike was hunting from a tree stand
that John Pritchard (right) had put him in before daylight.
Pritchard first saw Mike's deer about dawn,shot and missed,
turned the deer in Mike's direction. Wasn't that a nice thing
for a buddy to do!
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Fisherman's Special
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Olympic Plaza

Get In The Winner's
Cirde This Hunting
Season With Top
Quality Equipment

*High Performance Compounds
•Wiki Wiki Compound Quiver:
*Easton Game Getter Arrow:
*Fox Squirrel Stand:
*PSE Hunting Stabilizers
3042 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, Ky.
*Wasp Broadhead:

Outdoorsmen:
P. J. gets his deer Paul Jerry Lee, of Murray, made his successful deer hunt last Saturday in Calloway County. The five
point buck weighed an estimated 100 lbs. We had to root P.
J. out of bed to take his picture, but he was happy to get up
and come out in the rain. P. J. smiles at everybody!

items that bowhunters need
every season and Christmas is a
good time to give these items as
small gifts or stocking stuffers.
There is Camo paint, buck
lure, bow strings and an endless
list of small items that your
bowhunter would be proud to
receive. Here again the best
way to find out what he needs is
to ask him. Usually he will have
quite a list for you to choose
from.
A gift certificate always
makes a fine gift. At least two
sponsors of this page offer this

service. If you are doubtful
about what to buy put your
money in a gift certificate and
let your bowhunter select the
gift that will make him happy.
Finally there is the service
that Bowhunter's Bag offers
you. If you need help trying to
figure out what you need to buy
feel free to call me and I will do
my best to steer you in the right
direction on your gift selections.
My telephone number is 7538351.
Good Luck and Good
Bowhunting!

Kentucky's sportsmen know
that the ultimate reward of any
outdoor trip should be the
delicious meals provided by fish
and game, although some are
discouraged because their fish
always taste strong or their
birds or animals "gamey."
The
experienced
outdoorsrhan knows that unpleasant tastes in wild meat or
fish are often caused by improper handling. With proper
care, both game and fish can
provide some excellent eating,
but handled improperly, they
can taste terrible.
The first rule for proper
handling is to clean and dress
both fish and game as soon as
possible. If there is no time for a
complete cleaning, game should
be eviscerated and kept as cool
as possible until it can be
dressed out completely. Fish
should be kept alive until they
are cleaned, but any dead fish
should have the intestines and
gills removed at once. A fish
with unclouded eyes, red gills
and firm flesh is still suitable
for the skillet.
Small pan fish, such as
bluegill and crappie, are
usually prepared by scaling and
removing the head and intestines. Be sure to remove
completely the kidneys—
located along the backbone in
the upper rib cage. If not
removed, they can taint the
flavor of the fish.

Larger fish, such as bass, are,
best if they are filleted since
this process removes both the
skin and bones, leaving only
stripes of fine white meat. The
skin is often the source of strong
flavors, and it should be
removed from any large fish.
A good trick in dressing
squirrels and rabbits is to soak
the animals in cold water before
skinning. This will keep loose
hair from sticking to the meat.
If any hairs get on the meat,
they should be removed at once,
since this is another source of
objectionable flavor, also the
meat should be inspected
carefully and any bloody areas
removed.
After the fish, birds or
animals are cleaned, they
should be cooked as soon as
possible. If they are to be stored
for more than a day or so, they
should be frozen. An excellent
way to freeze both fish and
small game is to cover the meat
completely in a container of
water and put the container in
the freezer. This protects
against both freezer burn and
against the meat picking up
objectionable tastes or odors
during storage.
Large cuts such as large
fillets or cuts of venison should
be wrapped in strong plastic of
freezer paper and sealed
tightly. In freezing any meat, it
is important that the wrap be
airtight.
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We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs.Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
Murray, Ky.

753-1640

Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine

Hwy. 94

*nay, Ky.
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Lakers Lose 6 1-59 At Mayfield

anis RT—Fif Bonne(34)of the takers gets op in the air with
Jeff NI(50) of MoekW. Watching is Greg Byars of the Laws.
HM mode a last-second shot that boosted the Cardinals to a 61-59
win over Calloway.
(Surf Pboass by smai aaaalso

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
There's an old saying about
snapping turtles: If one ever
gets "ahold" tit you, he won't let
loose until it thunders.
There's been a snapping
turtle that's had hold of the
Calloway County basketball
team for quite a while.
It got cloudy, then it got
bright, then it started lightning
and raining. And just when the
thunder was about to come, the
snapping turtle bit down harder
and
Mayfield
defeated
Calloway County 61-59 Friday
night on the winners' floor.
Calloway seemed about ready
to rid itself of the snapping
turtle. With 1:58 left in the
game,senior Mike Wells cashed
in two free throws and the
Lakers went ahead of Mayfield
55-50.
Mayfield tied the game with
43 seconds left then went ahead
with 30 seconds left when Jeff
Hill canned two free throws to
put the Cardinals out in front 59.57.
With 22 seconds left, Hill
fouled Laker center Don McCuiston who calmly hit two free
throws and that tied the score.
Mayfield took a timeout with 15
seconds left and 12 seconds
later, it was all over as Hill
swished a 12-foot jumper to give
the Cardinals the win.
"When you have a five point
lead with less than two minutes
left in a game and if you can't
hold it, then you're really in

trouble," said Laker Coach
David King.
"We just failed to show any
poise down the stretch."
Even though it was a close
game, it wasn't really exciting
until the final minutes. Perhaps
it was because fans from both
sides didn't think their team
could win the game and nobody
really took the time to get excited.
The Lakers came into the
contest with an 0-4 record while
Mayfield was 0-2, including an
embarassing loss to Wingo a
week and a half ago.
Mayfield led by as much as 10
points early in the second period
before settling for a 26-20 lead at
intermission. From then on, it
was close all the way.
Down 34-28, the Lakers went
into a press and suddenly, the
speed began to take effect on
Mayfield, which getting back to
the first part of our story, was
about as slow as turtles.
Wells hit a three-point play,
Williams a fastbreak layup and
Tommy Futrell a fastbreak
layup and with 2:25 left in the
third period, the Ulcers were
ahead 35-34.
Going into the last frame,
Calloway led 39-37.
The Lakers stretched the lead
out to 46-39 with 6:31 left in the
game but Mayfield's great
height advantage began to take
its toll. Calloway County
eventually pulled off the press
and the deliberate Cardinal
offense began to get the shots

Veeck Leads Last-Minute Trading
Spree To Beat Midnight Deadline
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. (AP) —
In a wild scene that almost defied description, colorful Bill
Veeck, the new owner of the
Chicago White Sox, led a last
minute trading spree in which
such stars as Ralph Garr, Clay
Carroll, Mickey Lolich and
Rusty Staub changed uniforms.
The first blockbuster deal in
the late move to beat the midnight trading deadline involved

the New York Mets, sending
power hitting Rusty Staub to
the Detroit Tigers for Mickey
Lolich, the veteran lefthanded
pitcher.
The Staub-for-Lolich swap
alone was a headliner, but what
followed as Veeck and his general manager, Roland Hemond,
wheeled and dealed through
four trades in less than an hour
was mind-boggling.
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Get the scene. The 61-year"We have talked with Carold Veeck sat in a chair in the roll," Hemond said, "and he relobby of the hotel where the ferred us to his representative.
winter baseball meetings were We called the representative
being held. He had a sign and his telephone was out of oralongside him which read, der."
Now, Hemond reached for the
"Open for Business Anytime."
A telephone stood on the telephone again. He had sectable in front of him. Hemond onds left to swing yet another
and other Sox aides sat around trade. Veeck, concerned about
the table. Veeck sat in that the time left, sent Joe Reichler,
chair more than 12 hours, car- special assistant to baseball
rying on negotiations with other Commissioner Bowie Kuhn, to
club officials. Hotel guests telephone Kuhn and asked for a
stopped to watch the unusual brief extension of the trading
deadline.
sight.
But the extension wasn't nec"Undoubtedly they (other
baseball people) will say I'm essary. As the second hand
making a travirsty of trading," ticked off the final minute, HeVeeck had said earlier. "But mond spoke into the phone.
"Bing, this is Roland. We've
the game is fun."
In those final frantic minutes, got 15 seconds left. It's a deal."
Reichler rushed up, obviously,
the White Sox sent outfielder
Ken Henderson and pitchers without the extension.
"Did you make the deal, your
Dick Ruthven and Dan Osborn
to the Atlanta Braves for 1974 time is up," said the commisNational League batting champ sioner's man.
"We just traded shortstop
Ralph Garr and infielder Larveil Blanks. They quickly dis- Bee Bee Richard to the St.
patched Blanks to the Cleve- Louis Cardinals for outfielder
land Indians for second ha-se- Buddy Bradford and pitcher
Greg Terlicky," Hemond said.
man Jack Brohamer.
This was Hollywood, Fla., but
Before the lines were hot
with this news, Veeck and com- It darn well might have been
pany struck again—twice. The Hollywood, Calif. The action
Sox acquired Carroll, long the was right out of a B movie.
The scenario surrounding the
ace of the bullpen for the World
Champion Cincinnati Reds, for Staub-Lolich trade was almost
lefthanded pitcher Rich Hinton as dramatic if not as scenic.
The Mets and Tigers agreed
and catcher Jeff Sovern.
"The Carroll deal," said He- at 2 a.m. Friday to make the
mond, as a crowd of several deal. But Lolich, like Carroll a
dozen hotel guests crowded 10-year vet with five years on
around a lobby bannister sepa- the same team, refused to be
rating them from the Veeck traded,
The Mets, however, wouldn't
circus, "is subject to the approval of Carroll and his repre- give up. They tried all day to
convince Lolich the move to
sentative."
Under baseball rules, a 10- New York and the National
year veteran who has served League was a good one for the
five years with the same club 35-year-old pitcher.
Mets' officials, including M.
can refuse a trade. Carroll as
Donald Grant, chairman of the
such had that right.
board, and General Manager
Joe McDonald, packed up and
went back to New York. There,
Crisis &
they went after Lolich again, fiInformation Center
nally convincing him to make
the move.
A Mets' spokesman explained
that Lolich's chief concern was
his family. The pitcher has
24 Hour Service
lived in Detroit all his life, lie
went to school there, played
ball there. He lives 45 minutes
from the ball park. Lolich said
it was different for him, being
traded.

they wanted.
Of course the shot Mayfield
wanted most of all was the one
Hill swished with three seconds
left. The Lakers could not call a
timeout because they had all
been used.
-We shot pathetic. We went
from the middle of the first
quarter until the middle of the
second quarter without scoring
from the field," King said.
Calloway shot 17 for 48 for a
poor .355 mark while Mayfield
didn't do much better as they hit
just 20 of 52 for a .385. Unofficial
statistics showed the Lakers
outrebounded Mayfield 40-32.
Wells and David Williams each
had 10 while Fly Beane pulled
off nine.
Don Hubbard poured in 24

Sports Briefs
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. — The
following transactions were
made at the major league baseball meetings:
The New York Mets obtained
outfielder Joe Lovitto from the
Texas Rangers for outfielder
Gene Clines. Boston traded
pitcher Roger Monet to the Atlanta Braves for relief pitcher
Tom House. Pittsburgh obtained second baseman Tommy
Helms from Houston for a player to be named later. Cicinnati
traded infielder Darrel Chaney
to Atlanta for outfielder Mike
Lam. Montreal purchasd infielder Rodney Scott from Kansas City. Montreal traded outfielder Bob Bailey to Cincinnati
for pitcher Clay Kirby. The Detroit Tigers traded veteran leftbander Mickey Lolich and outfielder Billy Baldwin to the
New York Mets for outfielder
Rusty Staub and pitcher Bill
Laxton. The Chicago White Sox
acquired outfielder Ralph Garr
and shortstop Larvell Blanks
from Atlanta for outfielder Ken
Henderson, pitcher Dick Ruthyen and right-hander Dan Osborn. The White Sox then sent
Blanks to Cleveland for second
baseman Jack Brohamer. The
White Sox acquired reliever
Clay Carroll from Cincinnati
for catcher Jeff Sovern and
pithcer Rich Hinton.

points to pace Mayfield while
Joey Shelton added 20. For the
Loiters, Futrell had 16 points as
did Williams while Wells had 11.
Calloway will try again for
victory number one when they
visit Trigg County Tuesday.
After that, the Lakers aren't
scheduled to play again until
January 3 when they go to
Ballard Memorial.
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Gamow,Camasty
tsft Fit
Beane
1 5 3
Wells
3 5 5 11
2 1 2
McCuistan
Williams
7 2 3 16
Futrell
4 $ 3 16
0 2 5 2
llYers
Stumm
0 1 2 1
Totals
17 XS 13 29

Shelton
Byrn
Hubbard
Stratton
Berhow
Hill
Youngblood
Mitchell
Totals
Calloway
Mayfield
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MAKING SURE —David Wlisss of the Laken probe the ball with
we head end prepares Is slain into tin other hand to make sere he
holds on to the rebound. Miens had 10 rebounds and 16 points.

Recruiting Violations Confirmed
In University-Minnesota Program
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (AP)
— A University of Minnesota
official says the school has confirmed 128 charges of recruiting violations in the school's
basketball program over a
four-year period.
"Perhaps the trophy for the
worst record will be retired
here," said Dr. Stanley Kegler,
university vice president. "One
person who has been involved
in this kind of investigative
work for 10 or 12 years told me
this is the worst list he's ever
seen."
In a related development, a
university regent said he feels
a lawsuit should be filed
against former basketball
coach Bill Musselrnan.
"The university has been significantly damaged by what appear to be his acts and omissions," said Regent Robert
Latz in reference to Musselman."There ought to be a way

to send a message to the coaching fraternity even if there
would be no damages."
Latz said Musselman disregarded his contract when he
signed a multi-year pact with
the now-defunct San Diego Sails
of the American Basketball Association ( ABA). Musselman
now is coach of the ABA Virginia Squires.
"The bad apple is out of the
barrel,' said Regent Lloyd Peterson. 'The culprit definitely
was Musselman."
Paul Giel, director of men's
intercollegiate athletics at Minnesota, would not comment on
the report, but he predicted the
program would survive if the
expected forthcoming penalties
are not too severe.
Kegler said a supplemental
report on another 13 potential
violatons will be made Monday.
The school has turned up 56
confirmed charges on its own,

"A.

•-•

excluding the 13 potential violations. Of the original list of 113
charges provided by the National Collegiate Athletic Association(NCAA) in July, Kegler
said the university's investigation partially or totally refuted
41.
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Kegler said he expects the
NCAA to rule on possible penalties by mid-January. He said
penalties could include reducing the number of full scholarships in basketball from the
present maximum of six per
year; banning the team from
post-season play and preventing
the team from playing televised
games.
Kegler will take some 1,700
pages of documents compiled
by the university at an estimated cost of ;30,000 to a meeting next week of the NCAA Infractions Committee in San
Diego.
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deduct your future
from your taxes with
an IRA account

A new view of retirement savings
Pork benches and rocking chairs
come cheap. But an exciting, worthwhile retirement takes money.
Nothing piles up a retirement fund
for self-employed people faster
than Individual Retirement Accounts. You con put away up to 15%
— of your annual income or $1500. . .
and deduct that amount bn your

federal Income Tax returns. The interest you earn each year is also
tax-deductible until you retire. If it
sounds too good to be true, come in
today and let's discuss it You'll soon
see that Individual Retirement Accounts are a great way to fund your
retirement

1205 CHESTNUT STREET

Renarsekbe CO... Me &aeon alclary

Murray_Sypply Co.

Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and

Sundry Needs
los E. Main

Phone 753-3361

—Open 12:00 A.M. Til 6 P.M.—
/All lUl LP IUI l_WALffilll
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Bad Start Costs Tigers Game
In Loss To Christian County

T11E CHASE—Three* takers ore ell watch* Ike be and he*,firs chance to maks g stood. lakert
defense Maids Tommy Futrell (22), David %Villages (14)end Mike Wells (for rigid).
(stet Keys by

Louisville To Entertain
DePaul Team In Cage Match
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — phis team.
Kentucky, ranked 14th deComparing scores has long
spite
a 1-2 record, travels to
to
coaches
rival
for
way
a
been
upgrade their upcoming oppo- Kansas, 3-2, a team that exnent. And let it not be said that tended Notre Dame before fallLouisville Coach Denny Crain ing 72-64. And doesn't everyand Kentucky's Joe Hall are body know what Notre Dame
above a little motivational almost did to top-ranked Indiana just a couple nights
score dropping.
back?
point
can
For instance, Cruin
DePaul, incidentally, deat that his sixth-ranked CardiNotre Dame last year
feated
DePaul
a
entertain
nals, 3-0,
team that is 3-1. One of the with freshman center Dave a
wins was a 10(1-91 decision over major influence. Corzine is now
Memphis State. Louisville an improved sophomore who,
opened its season with a 79-74 at 6-foot-11, offers the stiffest
decision over that same Mem- challenge yet for Louisville's 6-

Murray's Hi-Performance
Auto Parts and Racing Equipment

Open For Business
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Daily
Dixieland Shopping Center

753-7881

foot-11 sophomore, Ricky Gallon.
Gallon has been a consistent
scorer and rebounder in Louisville's three wins, including 20
points in 22 minutes in last
Tuesday's 84-70 win over Cal
Poly. But the youngster has a
giant challenge ahead.
Kentucky, attempting to
round its youthful squad into
shape in time for next month's
Southeastern Conference schedule, meets a Kansas team that
the Wildcats drilled 100-63 in a
virtuoso performance last season.
But the Cats lost four senior
starters off that club and have
had to rebuild. The lineup that
ripped Miami of Ohio 91-69 last
Wednesday featured a junior, a
freshman and three sophomores.
Kansas, too, was hit by graduation, and injuries have idled
Coach Ted Owens' top two
stars of this season.
As might be expected, Hall is
playing up the Jayhawk's tight
game with the Irish: "What
Kansas managed against Notre
Dame looks a lot better now,"
he said.

)me 1,700
compiled
an estito a meetNCAA InIn San

IT'S AN OPEN INVITATION TO

F

An "octopus"outlet like this one is a fire hazard. Such
an overloaded circuit will work only if the fuse or circuit
breaker has been oversized. Or if someone has tampered with them. Either way is asking for trouble.

When a fuse or breaker continually blows or trips,
take at least one appliance off that circuit. Don't try to
correct the problem by tampering with the fuse or
breaker. For, you 'see, the fuse or breaker is a protective
device. (If it didn't blow or trip, the circuit could become
overloaded and get so hot a fire could flame up.)
Safeguard your home and family. Never try to make a
fuse or breaker carry more electricity than it's supposed
to. And instead of creating dangerous "octopus" outlets, call an electrician to install
new circuits and outlets where
you need them.

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield

753-5012

A 13-0 lead built up by the
Christian County Colonels in the
first five minutes of the opening
frame was just too much for the
Murray High Tigers to overcome Friday night and the
Tigers were handed their third
defeat of the still young season
64-50.
The matchup between the
pair of West Kentucky teams
was the opening game in a
"high-pro" doubleheader in
Louisville's Freedom Hall. The
nightcap saw the San Antonio
Spurs defeat the Kentucky
Colonels 107-100.
Had it not been for their icy
spell in the first quarter the
Tigers could have had a shot an
evening their won-lost record
(now 1-3) for the season as they
were outscored by the Colonels
only 45-44 in the remaining
three quarters of the game.
But the long road trip to
Louisville coupled with opening
the game before a paucity of
fans in the huge Freedom Hall

took its toll on the Tigers who
trailed 19-6 at the end of the first
frame,
The Tigers were also hampered by the well-rounded offensive attack of the Colonels,
Three Christian Countians
scored in double figures on the
outing with center Curtis
Parker, the game's top scorer
with 17 points topping the list.
The only Tiger in double
figures was Raymond Sims who
popped the basket for 14 points.
Following the disastrous first
stanza, the Tigers seemed to
settle down somewhat and held
the Colonels to 14 points while
picking up 11 for themselves to
give -the Christian Countians,
who are now 5-0 on the season, a
33-17 halftime lead.
Scoring spurts by Sims,
ftichie Richardson and Bob
Wilder in the third quarter
pulled the Tigers within 8 points
of the Colonels at one point, the
narrowest gap Murray High
had acheived since the opening

minutes of the contest.
But the Colonels' all-state Colonels.
The Tigers' next outing will
guard candidate, Antoine
Tuesday, when they meet the
be
Cheatham and forward Mike
Reese combined for 10 points in Symsonia Rough Ridgers in the
the final three minutes of the MHS gym.
Score By Quarters
quarter to pull the Colonels up
6 17 37 50
to a 49-37 lead going into the Murray
19 33 49 64
Christian Co.
final frame.

.
11310131111X1111
3.101111.4.111/11131111111111111111/111131111.01111101111/111111111

The two teams played nipand-tuck basketball for much of
the fourth quarter and the
Tigers were unable to chop
away the margin built up by the
Colonels during the first three
periods of the contest.
Behind Sims in the scoring
columns for Murray were
Andrea Perry with 9 and Bob
Wilder with 8. David Frank and
Richie Richardson each added 7
points for the Tigers.

Fran Tarkenton of Minnesota
needs just two more touchdown
passes to break Johnny Unitas'
career record of 290. He'll try
to get them against Detroit
while running back Chuck
Foreman seeks to close in on a
triple crown. Foreman leads
the NFC in rushing with 961
yards, touchdowns with 18 and
pass receptions with 62.
The Houston-Oakland game
matches two of the NFL's most
exciting punt returners in Billy
-White Shoes" Johnson of the
Oilers and rookie Neal Colzie of
the Raider. Johnson is leading
the league with an average of
17 yards per return and has
broken three for touchdowns.
Colzie is second, averaging
13.7.
Atlanta has lost its last two

Eigiate6

IINI

Third Annual

Christmas
Sale!

Christian Countians in double
figures other than Parker were
Mike Reese with 11 points and
Greg Walton with 10. John
Banks and Antoine Cheatham
added 8 points apiece for the

All Accessories
1 2 Price
/
In-Stock

Significance Was Unpredictable
In Miami-Baltimore Colts Match-Up
Three months ago, when the
National Football League season was just starting, a schedule-reader could never have
imagined that there would be
any special significance to the
13th week match-up of the Baltimore Colts and Miami Dolphins.
Here were the Colts, coming
off a sad 2-12 season and hoping perhaps for improvement.
Here were the Dolphins, proud
champions of the American
Football Conference East Division for four straight seasons,
aiming for another championship.
Now, with just two weeks left
before the playoffs, here are
the Colts and Dolphins, playing
for first place in a turnabout
that certainly was not expected
back in September.
The Miami-Baltimore showdown highlights the weekend
schedule that began today with
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh and
Washington at Dallas.
In Sunday's other games.
Minnesota plays at Detroit,
Houston is at Oakland, St
Louis at Chicago, San Francisco at Atlanta, Buffalo at
New England, Philadelphia at
Denver, Kansas City at Cleveland, Green Bay at Los Angeles
and New Orleans at the New
York Giants. Monday night's
game is the New York Jets at
San Diego.
Miami goes into Sunday's
showdown one game in front of
the Colts and in position to nail
down its fifth straight AFC
East crown with a victory. But
Baltimore is one of the hottest
teams in the league with seven
straight victories, turning
around from a 1-4 start to challenge for a playoff berth. A
loss, however, would eliminate
the Colts from any post-season
play.
The Colts whipped Miami 3317 last month to move within
one game of the top. If Baltimore wins again Sunday, the
AFC East race would be tied
with both teams at 9-4. If they
end the season tied, Baltimore
would win the division title,
based on two victories over the
Dolphins.
That, of course, assumes the
Colts can win Sunday. Miami
has other ideas, The Dolphins
lost regular quarterback Bob
Griese for the season when he
damaged a toe in the first
game against Baltimore. A
week later, replacement Earl
Mon-all tore up a knee. That
thrust third-stringer Don Strock
into the starting role and he responded by directing the Dolphins to a 31-21 victory over
Buffalo that ended the Bills'
playoff hopes last week.
Strock completed 10 consecutive passes and finished
with 12 of 15 against the Bills.
Meanwhile, Baltimore shut out
the New York Giants 21-0 with
Lydell Mitchell rushing for 119
yards to become the first Colts
player in history to pass the "
000-yard plateau.
While the Colts and Dolphins
decide the AFC East head-tohead, St. Louis can nail down a
playoff berth by beating Chicago. The Cardinals, leading
the NFC East, are after their
second straight division title.
Their all-purpose back, Terry ....Metcalf....Bas. 2,34 t9.441.„Yar
.'
109 away from the NFL record
'Mack
of 2,444 established by
Herron last year

Scoring
Murray (511)—Frank 7, Wilder
8, Sims 14, Richardson 7, Perry
9, Kurz 2, Gilliam 2, Reed 1.
Christian Co. (84)—Cheatam
8, Walton 10, Banks 8, Parker
17, Reese 11, McCombs 3,
Turner 4, Curtis 3.

Bedspreads
1 2 Price
/

games by three points each,
one in overtime to Oakland, the
other with two seconds left
against Washington. The Falcons will try to halt that depressing string against San Francisco, a team they beat 17-3 in
their first meeting.
Buffalo, out of playoff contention after last week's loss to
Miami, hopes to help O.J.
Simpson to a couple of individual goals against New England,
which has lost four straight.
Simpson has scored 20 TDs,
two shy of Gale Sayers' single
seaion record, and has rushed
for 1,575 yards, nine less than
he had at the same point in
1973 when he set the all-time
record of 2,003. He rushed for
219 and 200 yards in his last
two games that year.

Lighting Fixtures
Reduced as much as

75%

At least 25% off on all
Merchandise in our store
In Stock

Carpeting and Vinyl

$2"
I

ZA7t44
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Sunbury Drive, Murray
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Specia110% Discount
• Powerful 46cc or 2.8 Cu.
inch engine
2 feet
/
• Cuts trees up to 21
thick-15" guide bar
• Quiet low-tone muffler
• 9 lbs. plus bar and chain

0000400,1014

REMINGTON

SL-9

• Sticker provides positive
wood gripping during cut
2-YEAR WARRANTY

CHAIN SAW

REMINGTON

Mighty Mite
BANTAM CHAIN SAW
2 lbs. plus bar
1
• Weight 6/
and chain
• Powerful 34cc or 2.1 Cu.
inch engine
• Automatic Trigger Oiling

Wn.te

2-YEAR
WARRANTY

• Cuts trees up to 20 inches
thick

REMINGTON

SL-4

• Powerful 59cc or 3.6 cu
inch engine

AUTOMATIC OILER
CHAIN SAW

• Cuts trees up to 34 inches
thick-17" guide bar,

REMINGTON

I

2-YEAR
WARRANTY

• Cushioned hand grips
• Quiet low-tone muffler
• 13 lbs. plus bar and chain
• Sticker provides positive
wood gripping during cut

REMINGTON
• Powerful 65cc or 4.0 Cu.
inch engine
• Cuts trees up to 38" thick
—19" guide bar
• Compression release easy
start
• 3 cushioned hand grips
• Quiet low-tone muffler

SL-11

• 13 lbs. plus bar and chain
• Sticker provides positive
wood gripping during cut

WARRANTY

AUTOMATIC OILE
CHAIN SAW
C.

NtMINOTON

2-YEAR

' Remember - We have our own Service Shop with local service men

Murray Supply Co.
208 E. Main

Phone 753-3361
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Levi Insists In
Supervising FBI
WASHINGTON (AP) — Unlike most of his predecessors,
Atty. Gen. Edward H. Levi
says he insists on supervising
the FBI and is voicing criticism
of the agency's past misdeeds.
Levi says his major effort to
control FBI conduct lies in a
comprehensive set of guidelines
now being drafted to prevent
future abuses such as those described to the Senate intelligence committee
on
Wednesday.
The FBI spied on newsmen,
government officials and civil
rights leaders under presidents
of both parties and agents were
used for political purposes as
early as the Franklin D. Roosevelt administration, witnesses
told the committee.
Testimony during the past
two weeks has included a flood
of fresh details about FBI attempts to discredit the late
Martin Luther King and other
civil rights leaders, sow dissension among political activists and collect and spread derogatory information about politicians.
FBI officials have made only
feeble attempts at a defense..
They acknowledibe there was no
legal justification for many activities, but point out that past
presidents and attorneys general must share the responsibility. They murmur "the times
were different" in the 1960s
when the FBI's disruptive tactics and political abuse peaked.
Levi also notes that concern
about the sometimes violent
civil rights and antiwar protests of the 1960s may have surpassed concern about individual
rights to free speech and privacy.
But he frequently and publi-

cly has labeled many FBI harassment tactics outrageous
and some of them foolish. He
said Wednesday the tactics
used against King "come under
the heading of outrageous."
No one in the FBI hierarchy
has publicly endorsed that
characterization.
Those officials who are considered most loyal to the late
FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover,
who presided over the harassment campaigns and political
intelligence-gathering,have privately expressed dismay at
Levi's remarks.
Besides the public criticism,
Levi says he has demonstrated
his effort to control the direction of the FBI by ordering a
Justice Department committee,
which includes an FBI representative, to develop guidelines
limiting domestic intelligencegathering and file-keeping operations.
One proposal, he says, would
allow the FBI to spy only on
activities with a clear potential
for violence and would require
regular reports to the attorney
general on such spying.
He also has ordered officials
"to take a look at the entire
subject of the relationship between the bureau and Martin
Luther King."
CLEVELAND MUSEUM
AIDS GERMAN ART SHOW
AUGSBURG, West Germany
(AP) — The Golden Salon in
Augsburg will exhibit a collection of paintings by Johann
Liss, one of Germany's most
important Baroque painters,
thanks to the Cleveland Museum of Art. The Cleveland
gathered Liss' masterpieces
from all parts of the world.
After the German showing, the
paintings will be on exhibition
at the Cleveland Museum.
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December 8, 1975
Adults 112
Nursery 6
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — A
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
researcher has shown a photoDISMISSALS
Mrs. Linda N. Blaustein, 1806 graphic slide of a rust-colored
Monroe, Murray, Dwight A. object purported to be the legSeymore, 1505 W. Main, endary Loch Ness monster. The
Murray, Miss Leigh A. Carter, object appeared to have two
800 Olive, Murray, Carroll front appendages, a long neck
Wells, Jr., Box 7652 White Hall, and a head.
The slide showing was the
MSU, Travis T. Elkins, Rt. 2,
latest
in a series of revelations
Box 53, Buchanan, Th., Mrs.
Wilma L. Wadkins, Rt. 1, both in the United States and
Kirksey, Miss Teresa J. Oakley, Great Britain in recent weeks
Rt. 1, Hardin, Chester L. concerning a group of pictures
Geever, 2317 Gatesborough, taken underwater by an AmeriMurray, James W. Key, Rt. 7, can photographic team last
Murray, Mrs. Eva T. Curd, June at Loch Ness in Scotland.
West View Nursing Home,
The team was headed by BosMurray, Mrs. Patricia B. ton patent attorney Robert
Johnson, 115 Spruce, Murray, Rines, who is also dean at the
Roy B. Wyatt, 333 Edgewood, Franklin Pierce Law Center in
Paris, Th., Clifton Key, 1601 W. Concord. He showed the slide to
Main, Murray, Mrs. Lucy E. a group of about 50 students
Ferguson, New Concord.
and friends Wednesday night.
The slide depicted an object
with distinct features, including
December 10, 1975
the frontal appendages, a trunk
Adults 123
Rines said was 12 feet broad
Nursery 3
and a neck Rines said was 8 to
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
10 feet long.
DISMISSALS
"We think it will electrify the
Miss Marcia Grimes, 1615 world," Rines said.
Martin Chapel Rd., Murray,
He said there were other,
Mrs. Rosemary Todd, Rt. 1, clearer photographs, some of
Kirksey, Mrs. Jeanette Ward, which were shot at the consid1412 Main, Benton, Mrs. Louise erably closer range of 4 feet.
Walker, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. He said the monster was "lookMcMillen, 1500 ing right at us with its mouth
William
Clayshire, Murray, Perry open."
Harrison, Rt. 2, Murray, Carrie
Rines showed the slide in
Beale, 306 S. 5th St. Murray,
Mrs. Kathie J. York and Baby Concord two days after an anGirl, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs. Helen nouncement was made in LonIrene Dick and Twin Boys, Box don that a scientific symposium
34, Lynnville, Mrs. Brenda scheduled for Dec. 9 and 10 to
Turner and Baby Boy, Rt. 3, see Rines' pictures was canBenton, Mrs. Grace Irvin, 717 celed because of what the sponSycamore, Murray, James sors called excessive publicity
Elkins, Rt. 1, Almo, Cokl in Britain.
First word of Rines' disPhillips, 1000 Poplar, Murray,
Wildie Ellis, 719 Sycamore, covery and photos came on
Nov. 22 in a copyright story in
Murray.
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the Boston Globe. Since then, a
number of scientists who have
seen one or more of the pictures, have commented publicly. Most have praised the clarity of the pictures.
Wednesday night's showing of
one of the slides was the first
to a lay audience. Rines said
the slide was taken by an underwater camera at a depth of
45 feet with a strobe light.
Rines was angered by the
publicity given the photographs, particularly in the British press, and had asked that
the discription of the slide
shown Wednesday night not be
made public.
A spokesman for Rifles emphasized in a telephone interview that Rifles and other
members of the Academy of
Applied Science — the Boston
group which undertook the
Loch Ness photographic expedition — were leaving it up
to the scientific community to
determine exactly what the objects photographed are.
British naturalist Sir Peter
Scott, who has seen the corn-

plete set of Rines pictures, announced in London on Monday
the cancellation of the symposium of eminent scientists
who were to examine the
photos.
The decison, "in no sense refleets in the smallest degree on
the nature of the evidence or
the integrity of those who obtained it," said Scott, chanBirmingham
cellor
of
University.
Scott told reporters shortly
after word of the photos leaked
last month that the Rines photographs helped convince him
the Loch Ness monster is a living prehistoric reptile which
may be 40 feet long.
This week, Prof. Herbert J.
Howe, a Purdue University paleontologist, said he believed
the monster may be a prehistoric reptile dating 70 million
years. He said the Rines photographs may reveal the monster
is a plesiosaur or ichthyosaur,
types of reptiles believed extinct for more than 50 million
years.
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CLOTHING

Overeating early in life certainly can lead to obesity that may
be irreversible. And some
evidence has suggested that
overeating early in life may
predispose a person to cancer.
But now two researchers—M. H.
Ross and G. Bras of Philadelphia
and Utrecht.Netherlands—have
reported that overeating also
shortens life-span.
ACCORDING to their report in
the eminent journal, Science. Ross
explained: "Obviously there are
all sorts of ways to shorten lifespan, But diet is apparently the
only way we know of to date that
will increase the length of life of a
warm-blooded animal. I think that
what we have done here is confirm
the fact that under natural conditions there is a relationship between dietary habits and life-span,
whereas in previous work the
study was always on animals under some kind of stress"
Ross and Bras allowed 121 rats
to select their own diets after the
first 21 days of life and to follow
these diets until they died. The
rats, in the manner of people,
chose widely varying amounts and
kinds of foods.
There was a dramatic correlation between how much the
rats ate and how long they lived.
The average life of a rat is 630
days. The rats in the Ross-Bras
study lived anywhere from 317
days to 1.026 days,
"IT'S WHAT you eat during the
early phase of life that counts."
Ross says. An ample diet and a
nonexcessive rate of increased
body weight is apparently con-

753-1441
Fire
753-1621
Police
7534952
Rescue
753-9332
Ambulance
Hospital Emergency.. .
753-5131
Humane Society 753-4307
Comprehensive Care...
7516622
753-7588
Control
Poison
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line;..753-NEED
Learn to Read.. 753-2288

p.m.
8. Storag

CUSTOM I
storage h
houses, d
bird ha
Cemetery
0984.

News, Society and
Sports
753-1918.
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified
Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753-1916
and 753-1917

10 Busine

FOR LE
Service
Business
required.
Oil Co., 5
m.-4:30 p
after 6 p.

LIFE-SPAN

variety of foods from the four food
groups the milk and meat groups.
vegetables and fruit, breads and
cereals)—but never more food
than you need to maintain ideal
weight.

NOTICE
Approxtmately 12,000 sq. It of
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.
Murray, Ky.,Phone 722-2342

3 Card Of Thanks

THE FAMILY OF Maggie
Boyd wishes to express
their sincere thanks to the
many friends and neighbors, who helped to make
their burden lighter in
1-10U WERE TWIN6 A
TRICK PLAL? ON ME,
their time of sorrow. To
WEREN'T 40U, 3IR?
those who brought food,
Frances Drake
flowers, Bro. Hoyt Owens
for his kind words, Bro.
FOR MONDAY,DECEMBER 15, 1975
McLeod, and to the choir
of South Pleasant Grove
ATri
Look in the section in which VIRGO
ltIJ
we will always be
your birthday comes and find ( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
grateful. We would like to
what your outlook is, according
matters
favored
Routine
4.
thank Dr. Hugh Houston,
to the stars.
more than the unusual. New
for his untiring efforts,
developments in the making:
ARIES
the nurses who worked so
Study people, trends.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 gr41
4 LIBRA
faithfully and many
Your stellar influences now ( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An+ others who shared our
suggest prudence, deliberating
sorrow. We trust in your
Planetary influences enwell before taking any action. courage both long-pending
time of sorrow, you will
Don't toss up a coin or decide in projects and new ventures.
be blessed as we have
a haphazard way as others Your intuition arid foresight
been blessed.
may. Be painstaking.
should be keen now.
Dennis Boyd, Nancy
TAURUS
SCORPIO
Simpson, Hazle Lee Boyd,
( Apr. 21 to May 21) d
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 72) IlVeV" and grandchildren.
This is not a time to venture
Fine influences! You can
—_J
forth in search of "greener enliven dull moments but keep
6. Help Wanted
pastures." Stick to the tried and within sane boundaries. Seek
••••• mow..
.•
proven
or
some
jr,:41:11,1°.
things
could
get information; convert to better
WANTED SOMEONE to
PeC.-13
out of hand. Watch the budget.
sell Watkins Products.
systems.
GEMINI
Call 753-5550.
SAGITTARIUS
May 22 to June 21)
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Favorable Mercury influFavorable influences will CONTRACT DRIVER with
ences stimulate enterprise, pervan. Will pay 15 cents a
stimulate those of you who
ception.
You
can
gain
through
ducive to a long life.
maintain even balance and
mile. Call 753-4953.
Researchers Ross and Bras writings, communications of tranquility. Start and stay with
have not extrapolated their data every type
BABYSTrTER in my home
the will and disposition to enjoy
beyond that but it is expected that CANCER ,
Monday through Thurall things.
their research will continue to ( June 22 to July 23)
sday, 8:00 to 5:30. Must
CAPRICORN
give us more information.
Some patterns changing, but ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
have own transportation
Since they submitted the you can prevent the worthwhile
Judiciously applied skills will
and references. Call 753Science paper for publication, from being diluted with froth.
1888 after 6 p. m.
they have found that they can Inattentiveness prevalent. AND be a boon to yourself and
predict. on the basis of what rats some high-spirited notions to others; unwisely used talents or
backing could undo much good
0
eat and how fast they grow, how direct carefully.
done.,Face facts squarely.
long they will live. "We are now LEO
trying to see whether imposing a
AQUARIUS
LIMITED
A TRAVEL
.
CALL HIM,
rPHANTOM ? WHO..,IS HE
change on such animals truly in- ( July 24 to Aug. 23) 4124
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Territories
available
HIM,
I
CANNOT
s
CILI
Influences now warn against
GRANDPA ? HOW CAN I
creases their life-span," Ross
Fine Uranus influences! You
reae Paducah, Ky.
nth
HE WILL FIND YOU
FIND HIM'
says.
unconventionality, the unor- should have a happy go of things
area.
MY RECOMMENDATION to thodox. Stress your conserv- generally. Especially favored:
Weekly draw and
ative
side — especially if writers, workers in all inreaders of this column, as always,
training incentives to
is that one should eat a well-balan- dealing with superiors or tellectual and creative lines.
ced diet, chosen from a wide strangers.
$350.00. $18,000 plus
PISCES
potential after first
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
year. Senior salesmen
Look over all situations
Crossword Puzzler
Answer to Friday s Puzzle
earning $25,000 to
DOWN
penetratingly.
Then,
coupling
ACROSS
mou JUWP 1:JAL.%
1 Naul $45,000. Management
1 Buddhist
your native intelligence and
742se OAX•1 WA1210
braided
aphOrISM
opportunities.
ACT
—
if
211U
remarkable
intuition,
acaliSUBS2U
cord
8 Toil
2 Guido s low
Fringes include:
WM'
you feel the time is ripe.
11 Sell to connote
CJODO
sumer
Hospitalization, Insura12 prepared
to, 3 Scottish Cap
-CIO@ 020 OUWANN
4 Disturbance
nce, Profit Sharing,
YOU BORN TODAY are
print
5 Hawaiian
MD own GOM 0
14 Printer $
endowed with a fine intellect, a
Retirement.
OMURA
OMB
greeting
UOM
measure
gift of leadership and a high
6 Instructions
You receive sales
AOMA
DIFA
ZO
15 Moroccan
7 Paid notice
order of versatility. No matter
:MOM 20E1AM
natives
tra,jñlng in the territory.
8
Baby's
17 Nip
J@MMOMUU0 FROM
what career you adopt as a life
napkin
products are non18 Compunction 9 Pertaining
311& own DZO
work, you will succeed —
technical and readily
20 The ones
rr
ear
WaRIO
to
th
e
Mitre
properly trained and giving it
10 Keep
learnable.
31 Macaw
46 Buffoon
22 Headgear
11 Peruses
your best, of course. And so
33
Brooks
48
We sell cherncal
Portico
23 Expired
13
Railroad
you!
are
open
to
many fields
35 Opera
51 Mans
25 By way of
specialties to the Instation
singers
nickname
27 Maiden
You have excellent financial
16 Part in play 38 Draw out
dust r i a 1, Food
loved by
53 French for
,
19 Apportioned
judgment and are a natural
37 pierce
"summer
Zeus
Processing, Automotive
21 Go in
39 Charges tn e 56 Hypothetical
excel
as
a
28 Leading
could
moneymaker;
24 Evaporates
and
players
account of
Institutional
force
banker, broker or investment
10 Cubic mete 58 Man s
30 Participant 26 Welcome
markets. High quality
consultant. In business you are
nickname
32 Falsehoods 29 Spanish title 43 sting
products
bring
34 Prophet
tops. You can write — and
35 Pawls
profitable repeat sales.
and
brilliantly; can act
ell2 illifilkAllilli. ig
38 Peruses
11
You must have a sucf,X412
41 Negative
become famous. Your keen and
!OM',
II
pref ix
cessful work or self emanalytical mind makes you an
le17
42 Classifies
il
ployment history. Sales
Mil
outstanding lawyer or jurist -- a
44 Allowance
for waste
could
which
line
background optional. A
professional
HE IS
111
algid
45 Energy
MIMI
ill
late model car and good
lead to statesmanship or
27
47 Paper
70
TH'IDEEL
ilMill
measure
diplomacy. You are creative
health required.
20 gili 30
•31
0' WRY
431 1
and can commercialize art. In
il
Mx!
49 Man's
uu
Send resume to:
MONEV-mAD
PIK
nickname
4.34
short, you are one of the most
4
:::
•)
DIRECTOR
.
Kll:.
Caustic
.
:
•:•
:l4:
SO
P
KID 0.1
talented members of your Sign.
33
substance
OF SALES
AnMaxwell
of:
Birthdate
Lessen
52
K
lli
AMICArr
DELTA FOREMOST
54 Negative
playwright.
American
derson,
111
ii;`!.ill
prefix
MICAL
55 Hot. violent
CHE
desert wind
CORPORATION
KOSYGIN SAFE
57Spin
Soviet Premier Alexei
P.O. Box 30310
59 Cares for
Kosygin was attacked by an
60 Unit of
Memphis,Tenn.
Chinese
anti-Russian demonstrator in
38130
currency
Ottawa but escaped injury on
Ip1
An equal npoortioll.. emplm ,

-
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Photograph Purports To Be Of N-ilfT•i:IW 04,111•11
Legendary Loch Ness Monster
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6. Help Wanted
CHEMIST, VANDER.BILT
Chemical Corp. has a
permanent opening for a
control laboratory
chemist. Desires person
with BS Degree in
Chemistry
and
experience in instrumental
and wet analyst, excellent
fringe benefits, which
include paid vacations,
holidays, medical and life
insurance, pension. Send
resume and
salary
requirement to Vanderbilt Chemical Corp.,
Route 2, Box 54, Murray,
Ky., 42071. Attention:
Gene D. Smith, Sr.
WANTED: HOSTESS for
homecare products party.
Earn cash or gift. Call
753-0034 betweep 6 and 7
p.m.

8 Storage Buildings
CUSTOM BUILT portable
storage buildings, green
houses, dog houses and
bird houses. Hick's
Cemetery Road. Call 7530984.

31E3rX310311E)

WILL BUY TOY trains. 1975 DELTA PRO' BASS
Sales and service, Lionel boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
and H. 0. Call 753-6855 or trolling motor, power
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753753-7570.
after 4.
SPALDING GOLF SET, 9 REMINGTON MODEL
clubs, bag and cart. Like
1100 shotgun. 3" magnum
new. Modern walnut with ventilated rib. Pius
dining table, extra long
28" modified extra barrel.
extension. Maple drop
Both in excellent conleaf. Antique walnut
dition. $225.00. Call after
schoolmaster's desk. Pie 5, 753-2316.
safe. Call 753-7616.
NORTHWESTERN GOLF
FACTORY TRAILER Clubs, one complete set
hitch for Pinto. Call 753- and bag. Graphit Driver.
6345.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
ALCOA
SIDING, bicycles 26" -, 10 speed.
Aluminum Service Co. Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.
Call 492-8647.
PROFESSIONAL 8' POOL
table. Like new. $125.00.
For Sale
Call 753-5367.
Browning al ladies.
22 Musical
If vim oat NM best boy
Sreweisi

753-8025

1 We been Specie' Sisseton's'
Weldor Miser ilenemico

limited edition
while they last
A REAL COLLECTORS ITEM
SO DON'T MISS IT
Chuck'S Music

OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
20" logs $14.00 a rick. 24"
logs $16.00 a rick. Will
special cut to your needs.
Call 436-2315.

Center
FOR LEASE AMOCO
753-36112
Mao St.
Service Station. Going 16 Home Furnishings
Business. Investment
required. Contact Belcher TWO PIECE BROWN
Oil Co., 502-247-2545, 7 a. living room suite, good PIANO TURNING, repair
wad rebuilding, prompt
m.-4:30 p. m. or 436-5459 condition. $75.00. Call 753service.
Rebuilt pianos
after 6 p. m.
7435 after 5 p. m.
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911.
:4 Want To Bo
40" ELECTRIC stove, aa
size mattress and box
WANT TO BUY. Good used springs and metal bed
See Santa's
Honda 70 motorcycle. Call frame. Call 753-1977 after
rtiON'E•
753-7546.
5 p. m.
Check's *sic
VENEER LOGS wanted,
Center
white oak, walnut, ash SMALL OVAL TABLE
753-3612
Moist St
Good condition. Call 753and hackberry. Highest
5766 between 4 and 6p. m.
prices paid for logs 14" in
24. Miscellaneous
diameter
and
up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky. SIMMONS BOX SPRINGS
and mattress. $20.00 or TWO STORY oak log barn.
Also Al 'buy standing
best offer. Call 753-8284. Excellent condition. Call
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
753-0870.
Miller 3544440.
USED REFRIGERATOR
FOR SALE MAJESTIC
20.00. Call 753-9790.
15 Articles For Sale
woodburning fireplaces.
Aluminum Service Ce.
TWO
WHITE
Provincial
GO CARTS, 3 models,
Call 492-8647.
5'2"
x
6'
white
chests.
One
prices are 241.95, 277.95,
bookcase. One recliner.
and 284.95. CB radios pace
ta.
Call 753-6143.
model, 143. Sale price
Fruit
128.88. Pace model 144,
NEWKenmore
LIKE
sale
price
144.95.
Trees
electric stove, avacado.
Fireplace enclosures with
at
Continuous cleaning oven.
glass doors; antique
Call
753-0920.
brass, black and brass or
polished brass finish, 17. Vacuum Cleaners
88.88 each. Wallin Hardware, across from post ELICTROLU X SALES
SOON. 4th
lffice, Paris, Term.
and service. Call Tony
753-6760,
Montgomery,
WHEAT STRAW $1.00
day or night.
CHAIN LINK FENCE,
bale. John Imes, Alm°,
30 day special. Four ft.
Ky. Call 753-8332.
KIRBY Vacuum Sales and high installed,01.50 per ft.
Service, 500 Maple Street. Call after 5 p. in. for free
NEW.
rebuilt
PRACTICALLY
and
New
estimates, Allstar Fence
Two wheels with snow
vacuums. Call 753-0359 24 Co., Paris, Tenn., 642-6492
tires. With steel studs and
Hour answering service. or 642-8947.
tubes. Size 78-15. Also two
Equipment
77 Mobile Home Sales
wheels with snow tires 19 Farm
with studs and tubes. Size
NEW AND used John WE BUY used mobile
750-14. Call 753-2728.
Deere planters, Allishomes. Top prices paid.
Chalmers hard land
PECAN SHELLS for
Saddle and Spur Trailer
shrubs and flowers. planter. Vinson Tractor
Sales, Paducah. Call 442Company, 753-4892.
Roper & Fields Texaco
1918 or 443-8226.
Station, Hickman, Ky.
42050. Phone 236-2336.
1972 12 x 60 CHAMPION
Deluxe mobile home, 2
BOYS 10 SPEED bicycle,
bedrooms, bath, central
Captain's bed complete,
heat and 3 ton air.
beautiful hand painted
Refrigerator and stove,
Discount
china vases, solid brass
underpinned, 8 x 20 ft. red
case
on
candle holder. Call 753wood sundeck. Excellent
2620.
Hydrolic &
condition. Call 753-0958
after 6 p. m., Monday
Engine
Oil
LESPEDEZA HAY Call
through Friday.
Purchased
in
474-2302.
30 gal. or SS
1968 12 x 61 STYLE-MAR.
Carpet. underpinned,
SIMMONS DAY BED good
gal. drums
washer, dryer, dishcondition. $25.00. Two
Limited
washer. Call: 753-7423.
slightly used snow tires,
Time Offer
650 x 13. $25.00. Call 753:slIet TWO BEDROOM
2590.
trailer for sale. Worth the
CLEANINGEST CARPET
money. Call 753-6044.
cleaner you ever used. So
12 x 53 LANCER, 2
easy too. Get Blue Lustre.
753-3062
bedrooms,
carpeted,
Rent electric shampooer.
Walnut
furnished,
underpinned,
503
Shopping
Air
Big K, Bel
outdoor building, exCenter.
cellent condition. Call 7536935 after 5 p. m.

Shirley Garden 1
Center

so.t 10%

McKee!
Equipment

Have You
Seen What is Being Done
With NI:1E131,E These Days'?

It \

you need to get on over to...

Thornton Tile
And Marble
Quality That Will Please

it

612 South 9th

753 5/19

41 Put),

20 Sports Equipment

15 Articles For Sale

1

MOBILE HOMES and
spaces. Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. Families
only. South 16th Street.
Call 753-3855.
1973 HOME!it, 12 x $O,
unfurnished. Central air.
Call 753-8706.
12 x 70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
central heat _and ..air.,
throughout,
carpeted
refrigerator and stove,
electric fireplace, underpinned, excellent
condition. $4,995. Call 7539816

46 Homes For Sale

44

I

a

lcis

51 Seivie,, 0,•ere0

KINGSWOOD Estate ELECTRICAL
WIRING
FRAME 1970
ROOM
GARAGE SALE, Friday SIX
Chevrolet wagon. Good home and industrial, air
Recently
HOME.
and Saturday, 12 and 13.
condition. Call after 5, conditioning, and
Toys, clothes, antiques remodeled and recon753-6749.
refrigeration, plumbing
ditioned. Plus 2 furnished
and furniture. 1100 Doran
and
heating. Call 4744841
on,
apartments
garage
Road.
1175 CHEVY VAN, black or 753-7203.
property for $150.00
with mag wheels. Call 753month extra income.
8275.
KIRBY CAREPT CAREPrice reduced by owner.
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
For appointment call 753Everyday
business, homes, and
8611 or 753-9537.
Institution, Rugs come
Geroge
I1%11 OLDS 442.
clean by steam cleaning.
Webb poser sad ek seadliis.
Sale
Free estimates. 24 hour
shocks.
tires,
air
good
Noddy- Saturday
THE QUALIFIED peranswering service, 500
B00.00.
sonnel at Guy Spann
9-5
Maple. 753-0359,
Cali 753-7741
401 North 4th
Realty are waiting to talk
Antisres, Arse betties, quits,
to you regarding your real
HAVE CAR BUFFED and
ed dishes, *tem, 5 speed
estate needs. Our time is 1970 CHRYSLER. 1970
waxed for $15.00. Call 753Ws, it. sow, deltas (mos,
us a call
time.
Give
your
2993.
Ford,
302
V-8,
automatic.
meek cbildros) sterns,
or drop by the office at 901 $450.00. Real good car.
MAn..1NIACATE;
"VORGET 1"1-1 RDLL'.
dolls, lots of wiscollernees,eke
THAT MY PRoGAM9 ARE'FAVORED BY
Sycamore Street, 753- Call 436-2427.
tabs item on sonsipment.
AWNING, CARPORTS,
1HE PEOPLE Et."( 1W0 10 01.1E
7724.
patio covers and en1970 T-BIRD, full power
closures. Aluminum
AFTERNOON RUMMAGE
and air. AM stereo and
Service Co. Call 492-8647.
28 Heating & Cooling
.32. Apartments For Rent
SALE, American Legion TWO YEAR OLD, 3
tape. New radials. Call
Building, December 16th,
bedroom 11+2 bath, central
753-8161.
LAKELAND CON
APARTFURNISHED
2-9, baby items, toys,
heat and air. 1607
STRUCTION. Backhoe
two
or
MENT. One
decorations, clothing and
Parklane. Call 753-3604. 50 Campers
work in vacinity of 121
bedrooms. Zimmerman junk.
South and 94 South to New
Apartments, South 16th
25' WINNBEGO selfWood Burning
Concord. Gravel, white
BY OWNER, large 3
Street. 7534809..
contained, 21,000 miles.
REALTY
ROBERTS
rock
and top soil
bedroom
brick
home
at
Heaters
Like new. Call 753-8533 or
delivered anywhere. Call
located on South 12th at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
34 Houses For Rent
Now At
753-5121
after
5.
Sycamore has five
Ross, 436-2505, open 7
baths, family room with
licensed and bonded sales
days a week.
COUNTRY HOME, 4
fireplace, utility room, CAMP-A-RAMA
Sales,
personnel to serve you
rooms, furnished or
central heat and air, 2 car
Coachman, Trail Star, TREE TOPPED, firewood
plus twenty years exunfurnished. $100.00
carport, 10 x 60 patio with
Fold down, unique, Good
clusive real _estate exfor sale, garbage hauled.
month. Available
gas grill. Also brick utility
753-4872
used
trailers, 3/1 mile east
or
perience. Call 753-1651
Call 753-6477 anytime.
December 15. Call 753building with 2 car carof 68 and 641 intersection.
come by our office. We
0169.
port. Call 753-0846, for
Draffenville, Ky. Phone ROY HARMON'S CARlike to talk REAL
appointment.
sn-ziaz.
ESTATE.
PENTER
SHOP.
COMFORTABLE,
TWO 60,000 BTU, LP gas
home.
Professionals. Building,
farm
MODERN
Services
Offered
51
wall heaters. $30.00 each.
remodeling, repairing,
FIVE ROOM BRICK,
Stove and refrigerator 43. Real Estate
Call 436-5414.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
attached garage, car- GENERAL BACKHOE
furnished. All electric'.
peted throughout, 1405
Street. Across from Hiwork. Gravel and top soil.
References and deposit WE HAVE a nice mdbile
29 Mobile Home Rentals
Henry Street. $17,500. Call
Call 4364896 or 436-2306., Burger.
required. Married home that can be pur753-3358.
couples only. Call 435-4335 chased with a low down
WE WANT To MAitErwe: MOBILE HOMES unpayment and payments
TWO BEDROOM, all
after 5.
derpinned. Your choice of
the same as rent. The BY OWNER 3 bedrooms, basements dry. No
electric, water furnished.
11
/
2 baths. Magnolia
digging or pumping.
mobile
color
and materials. Call
home
is
located
in
Call 753-0957.
FURNISHED HOUSE for
Drive. Fully carpeted, Beaver water control
the beautiful Keniana
753-1873 after 5 p. m. or
students.
college
large family room, dining
12:50 AND 12 x 60new and
succeeds where' others .,„weekends.
Available January 1. Call Development at Hamlin,
area, utility, double
recent model mobile
fail. Guaranteied. Check
Ky.
The
mobile
home
and
753-3040.
carport. Trees and
our
homes. Deposit required
methods
with PROFESSIONAL
lot can be bought for only
shrubs. Low 30's. Call 753- satisfied customers. For
and prefer references. FOUR BEDROOMS, hying $7,500.00. Let John
PAINTING. Call Billy
2485.
free estimates contact
Call 767-4055 after 6 p. in.
Rue Nix, 753-7920.
room, dining room, Neubauer or Bob Rodgers
Morgan
Construction
show
you
this
co.,
property.
fireplace and sun porch.
THREE BEDROOM brick 502-442-7026, Route 2, Box EXPERIENCED PAIN30 Business Rentals
C. Neubauer,
Ideal for University John
home,11
/
2 years old. Fully 490-A, Paducah, Ky.
TER will do interior or
Realtor,
505
Main
Street,
family. Call 753-4342.
MODERN DOWNTOWN
carpeted, central heat 42001.
exterior work by the hour
Murray, Ky. 753-0101 or
one-room office with
and air, 11
/
2 baths, 2 car
or job. 7534343.
753-7531.
cuatemer parking, HOUSE FOR RENT at 307
garage, two blocks from JOHN
HUTCHENS'
J.
C.
utilities furnished. Call North 5th. Call
FOR LISTING and selling
Murray High School. Will Plumbing and Electric. CARPET CLEANING,
Brewer, 395-7478, Calvert
753-3415.
your property, see Boydlease for $225.00 month. No jobs too mall. Call
experienced, very
City.,
Majors Real Estate, 105
Call 753-7154 or 753-0063. 436-5642 early morning or
reasonable rates,
31 Want To Rent
North 12th,753-8080 or call
late afternoon.
references, free
37 Livestock Supplies
any of our salespeople: OWNER TRANSFERRED
estimates. Quick drying.
MARRIED
COUPLE
Homer Miller 753-7519;
- exceptionally nice CARPET INSTALLED. Call 753-5827 or 7534618.
graduate student, desire HAMPSHIRE-I-DI:ROC
$1.00 per yard. Any kind.
Barbara Erwin 753-4136;
brick residence. Exbred gilts, also corn fed
clean, small quite, house
We guarantee to please. 54 Free Column
753-9036;
Reuben
Moody
clusive
neighborhood
hogs
for
slaughter. Call
to rent in Murray area.
Call
David Mullinax, 474753-2387;
Hook
B.
B.
trees.
Special
op753-9390 or 753-1348.
References. Call 753-8808.
FREE FOUR PUPPIES,
2789.
Audra Moody 753-9036;
portunity. Priced low.
will make small dogs.
Pat
Mobley
753-8958.
Call
753-0940.
38 Pets Supplies
32 Apartments For Rent
PLUMBING AND Electric, Call after 3:30, 753-8610.
odd jobs we like. All work
TWO BEDROOM wall to WHITE REGISTERED LARGE ELEGANT ranch 47 Motorcycles
guaranteed to please. Call FOUR 7 WEEK OLD
west
of
style
home
wall carpet, central heat
miniature Toy Poodle,
James Burkeen. 474-2257. puppies. Adorable, Call
Murray, on 1 acre lot with 1974 CL100 and 1973 SL125.
and air. Refrigerator and
house broken, 1 year old.
Bored out, new paint.
bedrooms,
3
trees.
3
753-8791, anytime.
anytime.
range furnished. C 11 753Call 354-8419,
Both super sharp. Call HAVING TROUBLE
baths, family room with
4342.
getting those small
massive fireplace, cen- 753-0650.
• AKC REGISTERED Tiny
plumbing
jobs done? FREE 4 MONTH old
air,
2
car
tral
heat
and
Toy Poodle puppies, one
FURNISHED AND unfemale Collie will be
250,
YAMAHA
MX
Then
call
7534814.
1973
AKC German Shepherd. garage, all built-ins,
furnished apartments.
medium sized, ideal
con
running
excellent
carpeted large entry
Will hold for Christmas.
Two bedroom, call 753Very
dog.
outdoor
436753-9188
or
CONTACT
Call
/MOLAR
dition.
foyer, much more. See
Call 753-0957.
4331, Embassy Apartlovable. Call 753-7869.
Brothers
for
5370.
all
your
this one priced at $49,000.
ments.
bulldozing, backhoe work,
MALE
Moffitt Realty Co., 206
REGISTERED
FOUR and five
1975 YAMAHA, 125 MX. or trucking needs. Phone FREE 3
Soitth 12th 753-3597.
Irish Setter. 21 months
TWO BEDROOM apart,
month
old
puppies, one is
Aurora, 3544138 or 354Call 436-5335 after 5:00
old. Ronald W. Churchill,
ment,all carpet, dicpaaal,
a male part Collie, black
8181
after
7
pin.
p.m.
1805 COLLEGE FARM
call 753-2736.
range,
dishwasher,
and white, the other two
ROAD, a 105 x 244 lot
washer dryer hookup,
are mixed breed one
Sears,
49
GUTTERING
BY
Used
Cars
&
Trucks
central heat and air, ONE MALE PEEK-A- zoned R-4, also has a 1
brown and one black.
gutters
Sears
seamless
PO°, $50.00. Eight weeks bedroom apartment on 1918 CHEVY
patio. $150.00.month. Call
Were abandoned in the
VAN 8 installed
your
per
old. Will hold until property, and other
753-7550.
country and have been
cylinder, automatic, 1975' specifications. Call Larry
buildings.
December 22. Call 753- storage
mistreated. Being cared
VW Serico. Call 7534063.
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
Apartment fully fur1492.
SMALL FURNISHED
for by Humane Scoiety.
estimates.
nished. A nice chance to 1970 VALIANT DUSTER 6
apartment. May be seen
Please call 753-4783 after
cylinder, $795.00. 1966 LICENSED
at Kelly's Pest Control, AKC WHITE TOY Poodle, get in on a good in4:30.
ELECfemale, 17 months old. vestment on the ground
Ford Fairlane, small V-8, TRICIAN - Prompt ef100 South 13th.
Also 8 compartment cage. floor, you can build units
$295.00. Call 489-2595.
ficient service. No job too
FIVE PUPPIES, full
now or later, total price
Call 751.9349.
small. Call Ernest White.
blooded Collies. Lassie
$13,600. Moffitt Realty 1973 EL CAMINO, $2100. 753-0605.
type. Call 753-7263.
BEAUTIFUL PUPPIES Co., 206 South 12th, 753Call 436-5570.
just right for Christmas 3597.
gifts. Priced from $45.001967 MERCURY COMET,
$65.00. Call after 6 p. m.
new tires, excellent
bigh
los
•
looter
Inapt
Nice, furnished
and weekends, 753-4469.
condition. Call 753-2993.
of Nee will tbe low cost
cod
apartments to acnosIbly Investsents on Ms
it 3 CYCLE CONVERTIBLE
commodate 2, 3, 4
1969 FORD VAN new t DISHWASHER
AKC REGISTERED
mete" lull setae Woe
101ftb-Beagle puppies. Will be 8 located se so mai let...Al yee
motor. Call 753-2993.
or 5 college girls.
NOrmal rote a hose
0short
to do is lost walk In...bome
hove
wash
411.:
weeks
old
Christmas.
Will
ii;5
,
Close to campus.
NN)1418
Imr- 0whisper Cleansoundoraspletekr ready few big.
hold for Clwistmas. Call
.nsulatfon
1973 CHARGER S. E.
I I 'r
Also
small
3
conwerts
to
a]Portatie
.
1 :air gle
753-9918 after 5 p. in.
Broughm, all power and w5 ewes - 416 rad baler •
a buot ,n
bedroom furnished
°Honey maple work
fa hairdos frees wide
air.
Low
mileage.
Extra
house.
surface 101)
g
TWO BEAGLES male and
Greadose - ii s 36 oboe • ii
clean. Call 753-6564.
0
female, good rabbit dogs.
bested IN bessiffil setting
414)
Mdl
trees.
Thyt
facrieviWye
753-7126.
WM
Call 753-5865 days or
Call
Trial given.
01004
.
1
3
1966 CHEVROLET pickup
Wk4,1 .00172
753-5108 after 6:00
with
41"
camper.
Call
753admen
MOOR
MI
N.
7
$0.1
Ibra
nosietabod
Wel
3
MOW] K131 $000
POODLE SHOP. bow located on ',predawn*
t
7915 or 382-2299.
end on Sunday.
"Profession41 grooming.
Acreage
ewes.
fib fenced
SELECT
All breeds. Pine Point
dodos eddltemel beddleps site.
GREATER ROCKFORD tQUANTITY LIMITED-FOR CHOICE
- (sees spooded) end ponds.
Estates, Eagle Creek
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
Steck bora, edher naboldboyo.
TWO BEDROOM duplex
Road, 1 mile from
Cars every month for
t Reg. 295.00
with central heat and air,
Sale Price$25995
Buchanan Resort. Call
auction. New modern
hay to err is tbis Wires
wall to wall carpet.
901-642-8977.
facilities. Every Wedbedroom brick will tra•
Outlets for washer and
edema,Is.tarp baba blnesday at 1:00 p. m.
the thristmas Season with eachab
dryer. Married couple, 41 Public Sales
aded bat IN rap da
sharp. Easy to get to. One
e
l. Lee's Country Ham will%
one child, Available Jan.
refripraor. nut .it,. bdt
hour from Chicago and
"ekes
be
tell
Om
by
torrarrha
1. Call 753-9741.
DUE TO RECENT gales
next to expressway and
44
Ibis me eseepdosel veins.
it
we need listings We have
Rockford Airport. Fly in
I Ind Wore
is..
Wines
MURRAY
MANOR
clients wanting L 1' three
'
s
or drive in. Come to it,Peck
Across fres Peet Office
Apartments, ons-oe--two
bedrooms with dining...-.
Cal 151-1111.1
reatF itoektdricT. fiii
bedroom, unfurnished,
area 121 good tillable
friendly treatment and
stove
and
except
acreage north of (it) Call
fair honest dealing. Open
refrigerator, water bill
now Wilson Real Estate, NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
6 days. Jim Clark or
7S3-7494%
t609 S. 4th
within view of Highway
paid. Central heat and air
753-3263 or come by 208
Sherry Rayn 815-968-6262.
641. Estate of Alfred
conditioning. Call 753South 4th-across from
This is a dealers auction. /49040994011094091 9104A
Keys. Phone 753-862.
8668.
post office.
5.
,,

Ashley

Purdoms,
Inc.

For
Rent

erereletortsteete6setb

SAVE $4000

4
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t

t
eDuring

43
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4
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Hired For
Lawyers
Private
Funerals I
Civil Suits Over The CIA
Mrs. Brindley Dies
Thursday; Funeral
Being Held Today
Mrs. Danie Brindley of
Hardin Route One died Thursday at 8:30 p.m. at the Benton
Municipal Hospital.
She was 85 years of age and a
member of the Union Ridge
Baptist Church.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Edna Sheppard of Hardin
Route One; two stepdaughters,
Mrs. Letha Petway of Trenton
and Mrs. Carrie Hargrove of
Shreveport, La.; twelve
grandchildren; eight great
grandchildren; three great
great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
today at noon at the chapel of
the Linn Funeral Home, Benton, with Rev. Heyward Roberts
and Rev. Otis Jones officiating.
Burial will be in the Union
Ridge Cemetery.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Justine Department is hiring
private lawyers to represent 34
present and former government
officials in three civil suits
seeking as much as $25 billion
in damages stemming from the
Central Intelligence stgency's
mail-opening operation.
The department normally
would provide staff attorneys to
represent government officials
sued for damages as a result of
their official actions.
But Asst. Atty. Gen. Rex E.
Lee said Friday that the department is conducting a criminal investigation of the mailopening operation. He said it
would be an improper conflict of
interest for department lawyers
to represent the 34 defendants in
the civil cases.
The department will pay the
Lawyers $50 to $75 an hour, with
the total bill expected to run
into the thousands of dollars.
The department is paying the
attorneys from funds already
appropriated for department
operations.
The civil suits were filed by
the American Civil Liberties
Union in Providence, R.I.; by

Grove Press in New York City,
and under the name of John
Doe in San Francisco.
Among the defendants are
CIA Director William E. Colby;
his deputy Vernon Walters; former CIA directors John
McCone, Richard Helms and
James R. Schlesinger; former
postmasters general Winton
Blount, Elmer Klassen, Lawrence F. O'Brien, John Gronouski and James Edward
Day; FBI Director Clarence M.
Kelley; former acting FBI Director L. Patrick Gray III and
former Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell.
A department spokesman
said that all 34 defendants are

not necessarily under investigation for possible criminal violations, although sonic of them
are.
The department has retained
lawyers from 10 firms in Providence, New York, Washington
and San Francisco.

Local Students
Visit New York
& UN Seminar

The suits seek damages from
the CIA program to open the
mail of some 250,000 persons.
The class action suits ask $10,000 in damages per person for
a total of $25 billion.
The U.S. government also is
named a defendant. The Justice
Department will continue to
represent the government interests in the lawsuits.

Christmas Music And Programs To
Be Held At The Calloway Library

Three local students from the
Martin's Chapel and Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Churches attended the UN
Seminar held in New York City
the last week in November.
Ricky and Vicky Cunningham, son and daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Cunningham, and seniors at
Murray High School, and Pat
Robertson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Robertson and senior at
Calloway County High School,
represented the two churches
and were among the 92 seniors
and seven chaperones from the
Memphis District of the United
Methodist Church making the
trip in two buses.
The group left from Lambuth
College, Jackson, Tenn., on
November 21, and visited at
Charlottesville, Va., before
arriving at Hotel McAlpin, New
York, where they stayed for five
nights. They attended church at
the one pastored by Dr. Norman
Vincent Peale, New York City,
and also toured some other
large churches, attended shows
at the Radio City Music Hall,
spent one day touring New York
City, and attended the UN
Seminar on World Hunger for
two days.
The senior group viewed
on
Parade
Macy's
Thanksgiving Day and then
traveled to Washington, D.C.,
for a two days tour there. They
returned to Jackson, Tenn., on
November 30.

Plan Would Spend Billions In
Europe For American Weapons
amendment to the recent U.S. er on both sides of the Atlantic
Former Defense Secretary
defense appropriations bill
Schlesinger was ready
James
sponsored by Sen. Sam Nunn of
Georgia and Rep. John C. Cul- to go along with the general
lines of this idea. Schlesinger's
ver of Iowa, both Democrats.
The amendment apparently successor, Donald Rumsfeld, is
had the support of the Ford ad- believed to agree.
ministration.
The West European allies
spent more than $2 billion in
1974 on weapons and supplies
from the United States, while
The Memorial Baptist Church
U.S. purchases in Western Eupastor, Rev.
rope were $200 million or less, will hear their
at both the
speak
White,
Jerrell
according to the best estimates
p.m. seravailable at NATO headquar- 10:50 a.m. and 6:30
14,
December
Sunday,
on
vices
ters in Brussels.
U.S. officials here say a ratio at the church.
Starkie Colson, deacon of the
of 1-to-1 is not likely, but 4-to-1,
will assist in the morning
week,
or even 2-to-1, would be more
services.
reasonable.
The Junior Choir will present
They add that the first goal
must be standardization and special music following the
organ meditation by Mrs.
savings.
"That's the only way it will Margaret Wilkins, at the
morning service. Mrs. Diane
work," one of them said.
A goal of reciprocal pur- Dixon is pianist. The Sanctuary
chases of $2 billion over three Choir will sing "Away In A
Manger" with a flute solo by
years by NATO countries and
the United States was sug- Sara Sams.
A special Christmas vesper
gested recently by Thomas A.
Callaghan Jr., a business ex- service of music will be at the
University School auditorium at
pert who did studies for the
four p.m. on Sunday.
State Department. That goal
Church teaching will be at
would mean an increase of $1.4
9:40 a.m. with Tommy Wilkins
billion in U.S. spending among
as director. Church training will
West European allies over the
be at 5:30 p.m. with Larry Lyles
1974 level.
as director and Bro. David
Callaghan also suggested an
The Chancel Choir of the First
Brasher speaking on the subinitial three-year goal of $4 bilUnited Methodist Church will
ject, "The Doctrine of Election
lion worth of development projpresent a special program of
or Predestination."
ects complementing one anothChristmas music on Sunday,
December 14, at seven p.m.
with Paul W. Shahan as the
director and Beatrice Farrell
and Maxine Clark as organists.
"The Messiah" (Christmas
Excerpts) by George Frederick
Handel will be presented. The
Word will be by Dr. James A.
Fisher, Sr. Soloists will be
Jenny Holtgren,soprano, Joe N.
Prince, tenor, and Larrie Clark,
bass.
Special string music will be
by David Nelson and Diane
Peacock, violin, Kip Mason,
viola, and Neale Mason, cello.
The public is invited to attend
this special program.
Dr. Fisher will speak on the
Performed by
subject, "Test Of Your
Christian Spirit" at the 8:45 and
10:50 a.m. services on Sunday,
December 14. His text will be
Sanctuary and College Choirs'
from Matthew 11:25-30.
sing
Directed by Ron Hampton
The Chancel Choir will
the anthem, "He Is Our King"
at the 10:50 service, and Davis
Henderson will sing a solo,
Guest Soloist: Dr. Carl Rogers
"Jesus, Jesus, Rest Your
Head" at the 8:45 service.
Narrated By: Max Bailey
At four p.m. Sunday a
reception for the Confirmation
Slide Presentation by Gerald Carter
Class will be held in the church
parlor. Both the Junior High
and Senior High UMYF will
meet at 5:30 p.m. for separate
University School Auditorium
programs, followed by supper
at 6:30 p.m.

BRUSSELS, Belgium(AP) —
Billions of dollars in U.S. defense hinds would be spent in
Western Europe rather than at
home under plans for standardizing weapons being worked out
In the North Atlantic alliance.
The objective is to make the
defense dollars go further and
to increase military efficiency.
But that could also mean fewer
orders and jobs in U.S. industry.
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger and foreign ministers
from the 14 other allies decided
Friday, on the final day of their
winter meeting, to set up a program intended to make weapons more compatible.
For example, they want a
British computer finding the
range of an enemy plane to be
able to transmit the information to a U.S. missile.
The 15 ministers also talked
about standardizing weapons.
Military standardization in Europe was endorsed in an

Band will perform. They will be
playing bells, triangles, and
other instruments that create a
joyous Christmas sound.
Wednesday, Dec. 17 - At 1:30
p.m. an ensemble from the
Music Department of The
Murray Woman's Club will
present a series of holiday
Parker,
(Bobby)
H.
Robert
SCHOCA
songs.
1208 South 16th Street, died at
UJNCH MENU
Thursday, December 18 - At
one p.m. Fridays at the Jennie
Marie Taylor, pianist, will
1:30
Stuart Hospital in Hopkinsville.
Menus for the lunches at the
give her holiday presentation,
Death followed an extended Murray City Schools have been
"A Christmas Fantasy."
illness.
announced by the supervisor,
Friday, December 19- At 1:30
Parker was born on March 27, Glenda Jeffrey, for the week of
Helen Hodges, dramatist, will
1930, and was the son of Mark D. December 15-19. A hamburger
Monday, December 15 - Mr. present the story of "The LitParker and Tamson Hale line is daily at Murray High and
Mrs. Santa Claus will be tlest Angel." All school-age
and
Parker who survive. He was a Murray Middle Schools and
present to visit with all children children are particularly inmember of the Seventh and bread, butter and milk are
from 3:00-3:30. Santa will give vited to attend.
Poplar Church of Christ.
served daily at all schools.
candy to all who come to visit
"It is our hope that because of
Survivors include the widow,
The menus are as follows:
him and Mrs. Santa, a these Christmas presentations
Mrs. Lela Cullen Parker of 1208
Carter School—Monday— newcomer to the library, will the Holiday Season will be a
South 16th Street; his parents, Johnny Mozetti, buttered
take Christmas requests.
more relaxed and enjoyable
Mr. and Mrs. Mark D. Parker of potato, green beans, and
Tuesday, December 16 - At season for all," said Margaret
GREENUP,Ky.(AP)— Wal700 Meadow Lane Murray; one cookie; Tuesday—tacos, ap1:30 p.m. the Senior Citizens Trevathan, Librarian.
lace Boyd of Greenup County,
daughter, Miss Karen Parker of plesauce, buttered carrots, and
convicted in the shooting deaths
Murray; one son, Randy of chocolate cake; Wednesday—
of two relatives, has been senMurray; three step-sons, Victor turkey and dressing, green
tenced to die in the electric
of Marion, Alan and John of peas, cranberry sauce, rolls,
chair Feb. 20, 1976.
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Bob butter, and jelly; Thursday—
( Nancy) Harrell of Henderson hamburgers, potato chips,
Boyd, 51, was formally senand one brother Voris W. gelatin with pear, and cookie;
tenced Friday by Greenup CirParker of Hopkinsville; two Friday—hot dog, corn, slaw,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — overheard conversation clearly cuit Judge Oscar Samrnons.
grandchildren.
and holiday ice cream.
The federal judge who ordered indicated unlawful participation
Boyd was convicted this week
Funeral services will be held
Robertson School—Monday— jamming of Citizens Band radio in the major and severe dison two counts of murder in the
at the chapel of the Blalock- Johnny Mozetti, buttered
orders that were occurring in
Coleman Funeral Home on potato, green beans, and channels during September opposition to this court's deseg- fatal shootings Sept. 17 of EdJefferin
disorders
anti-busing
ward Howard, his father-in-law,
Sunday at two p.m. Bro. John cookie; Tuesday—taco, aphe'd do it regation order."
and Aleta Ann Gilliam, his sisDale will officiate. Burial *ill plesauce, buttered carrots, and son County says
He said emergency fre- ter
were used to
in law.
be in the Friendship Cemetery. chocolate cake; Wednesday— again if radios
quencies were not jammed
violence.
plan
Friends may call at the hamburger, potato chips,
Gordon said he acted under
Boyd's wife, One Lea, was
subscribe to Mr. Justice
Blalock-Coleman Funeral gelatin with pear, and cookie;
view "the general equitable powers wounded in the shooting inHolmes'
Wendell)
(Oliver
Home after one p.m. today.
Thursday—turkey and
that First Amendment rights of a United States court to en- cident at the Boyds' home at
dressing, green peas, cranberry
grant no one the privilege of force its own orders, and spe- South Shore,
sauce, rolls, butter, and jelly; 'screaming fire in a crowded cifically under the circumUnder Kentucky's new crimiFriday—hot dog, corn, slaw,
theater," U.S. District Judge stances . . . for the safety of nal code, a multiple killing is a
and holiday ice cream.
James F. Gordon said in a let- little children, the protection of mandatory capital offense.
Murray Middle—Monday—
school buildings and school
ter he made public Friday.
Judge Sammons dismissed at
peas,
U.S. imports of spices last
beef,
bar-b-qued
desegregation pro- buses during the initial period least six prospective jurors for
Gordon's
year set an all-time record of
tangerine, and cake; Tuesday— gram in the Jefferson County of the dismantling of an unconBoyd's trial who said they had
306,570,000 pounds.
meatloaf, fruit, carrots, and school began Sept. 4 and in- stitutional school system."
Coupled with domestic procookie; Wednesday—turkey volved busing of some 72,600 of
Gordon told Wiley that the conscientious scruples against
duction, this made America's
and dressing, green beans, the system's 120,000 students.
jamming Sept. 6 through Sept. reaching a verdict that would
total consumption of spices
creamed potatoes, cranberry
8
was aimed at the violent impose a death penalty.
During disruptions that folabout 408,500,000 pounds.
sauce, rolls, butter, and jelly; lowed, authorities said Citizens and unlawful acts of your liThursday—hot dog, kraut, pork Band channels were used by censees and others using CB
LAKE DATA
(Continued from Page 1)
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.3, and beans, and Christmas cake; persons planning and coordinat- without the required licenses,
Friday—submarine, potato ing the disturbancss.
who failed to identify them- consider two prefiled bills a situation where the manufacno change.
Below dam 304.7, down 0.2. chips, apples, and holiday ice
Gordon's letter was ad- selves by the legally required proposing changes in state turers set the prices."
cream.
"Milk and liquor distribution
regulation of milk and liquor
Sunset 4:40. Sunrise 7:01.
dressed to Richard E. Wiley, call sign . . ."
High—Monday—
Murray
And he said he would reenter prices.
and sales are regulated by the
chairman of the Federal Comravioli, macaroni and cheese, munications Commission. The the order if users of Citizens
state, which also has a minFair trade laws, Dorman excelery and carrot sticks,, and agency had questioned whether Band radios again used them to
imum mark-up law," he said.
to
manufacturers
allow
plained,
Miss Your Paper?
cookie; Tuesday—beef and Gordon's jamming order vio- plan or direct violence.
"The federal law doesn't avoid
set prices for which retailers
gravy, buttered carrots, baked lated federal communications
our problem at all."
Subscribers who have not
may sell goods.
applies, rolls, butter, and jelly; laws and the First Amendment.
received
their
homeregulating
laws
State regulations on liquor
Kentucky
The
Wednesday—pizza, plain
delivered copy of The
Under the order, Gordon
he said, prices, for example, require
prices,
liquor
and
milk
gelatin or pear half, corn, and said, a school system commuMurray Ledger t Times by
are not "fair trade" laws — minimum markups of one-tenth
Thursday—turkey and nications center monitored all
cookie;
5:30 p.m. are urged to call
though they are frequently to one-third, depending on
dressing, creamed potatoes, Citizens Band channels, "but
7531916 between 5:30 p.m.
called that — because "it's not quantity and type of transacgreen peas, cranberry sauce, did not jam same until the
tion, he said.
and 6 p.m. to insure delivery
rolls, butter, and jelly;
The General Assembly will
of the newspaper. Calls must
Friday—corn dogs, buttered
The College and Sanctuary
consider substituting a regube placed before 6 p.m.
potato, fruit salad, arid holiday
Choirs of Memorial Baptist
lation which would require only
ice cream.
Church will lead a vesper
that liquor not be sold below
service Sunday at 4:00 p.m, in
cost.
University
the
School
The federal law will do away
auditorium.
with Kentucky's general fair
Featured music will be "A
"From Bethlehem to Belfast"
The Seventh and Poplar
trade law, which applies to othChurch of Christ will have Christmas Festival," Written will be the subject of the sermon
er products and allows manuregular services at 10:40 a.m. and arranged by Jimmy Owens by Dr. David C. Roos at the
facturers to set retail price
and six p.m. on Sunday, and Otis Skillings. The music is 10:35 a.m. services on Sunday, minimums.
December 14, with the speaker traditional carols and spirituals December 14, at the Frist
But the effect will be limited,
being Bro. John Dale, the song woven into the Luke account of Christian Church.
Dorman said, because the KenThe Junior and Senior Choirs, tucky' law is a "signers" fair
service directed by Jerry Bolls, the Birth of Christ. The choirs
and the announcements by will be accompanied by a fully directed by Mrs. Margaret
trade law, protecting only
orchestrated soundtrack taken Porter, will sing the anthems, agreements established by
Johnny Bohannon.
"Special Prayer" will be the from the album of the same "Sing Gloria" by Davis and "In
signed contracts between manBethlehem's Lowly Manger" by
subject of the morning sermon title.
ufacturers and retailers.
A slide presentation which Williams.
topic with Garry Evans to read
Though the law is eliminated,
the scripture from Matthew 7:7- blends traditional biblical and
Del Fleming will be the
the contracts will remain, he
11. Prayers will be led by Sam contemporary settings has been worship leader with Jane
prepared by Gerald Carter and Masters and Alison Marshall as said.
Wylie and Alan Jones.
•Walk where Jesus walked
Merchants in seven different
will accompany the musical candle lighters. Greeters will be
will
topic
sermon
evening
The
•Se• Biblical sIt•s and
types
of retail establishments
presentation.
and
Smith
Leon
Mrs.
Youth"
Thy
be "The Days of
Mr. and
rediscover the meaning of
indicated this
in
Lexington
Max
Rev.
Bailey
will
narrate. Mrs. A. B. Austin.
with the scripture from Eclifblo history
that major-brand manu'Visit Rom* and so* the
Serving as elders will be Walt week
clesiastes 12:1-7 to be read by Featured soloist will be Dr. Carl
lines of merForum. the .Coloss•um the
tarry Evans. Randy Wright Rogers, a faculty member from Apperson and Johnny Reagan. facturers of many
prices without
Pantheon, the Catacombs
Deacons serving will be Nor- chandise control
and Steve Steele will lead in Murray State .University.
•Soo sp•cfeculor works of
Ron Hampton, associate man Hale, Glenn Card, Fred written contracts or fair trade
prayers.
Oct and visit St Pet•I'S Square
pastor at Memorial, will con- McCord, Leon Smith, Auburn statutes.
Lord's
The
'
for
Presiding
and the Vatican
Prices are often set through
Supper will be Steve Simmons duct, and reports that the Wells, and Lenvel Yates.
retail price lists or
suggested
of
preparation
this
music has
and Ron McNutt. Ted Howard,
The flowers on the comKen been an inspiration to the munion table will be in memory by pre tagging the merchandise
Hitflnyihreys,
Jerry
before it is sent to the retailer,
liumphre'Ysl land David Jewell choirs. He invites everyone to of P. 0. Henry.
will serve on the Extension join with the members 'at
Sunday School will be at 9:30 the merchants agreed.
Eleven day, all inclusive tour, departing
Memorial in this Christmas a.m.
Department
And because the retailers detIl have a pend on the manufacturers,
Bible Study will be held. at celebration. :
The church
from Paducah February 2, 1976. Price
9:40 a.m.
potluck supper iiMie fellowship they tend to abide by the sug$1,149. For information call Dr. Billy Q.
The church wide potluck
hall of the church on Sunday at gested prices.
Alfred Nobel, Swedish indinner will be held at the ventor and founder of the
Hurt, 443-5306, or write P. O. Box 1218,
six p.m. followed by exchange
Woodrow Dawahare of DawaMurray Woman's Club House at Nobel Prize, was born Oct 21, of gifts by the children, and hare's clothing stores summed
Paducah, Kentucky 42001.
other special events.
six p.m. tonight ( Saturday ).
1833
it up.

Bobby Parker Dies
In Hopkinsville

Traditional Christmas music
and programs will be presented
at the Calloway County Public
Library the week of December
15-19. All programs are free and
the public is cordially invited.
Each afternoon, special
events are planned for the
public's enjoyment of the
Christmas season. As in years
past, the theme of the week will
Old-Fashioned
"An
be
Christmas" and the setting is
reminiscent of Christmases of
long ago.

Death Sentence Is
Meted In Greenup

judge Defends Action
Against CB Radio Use

Americans like
their tied spicy

Vol

Memorial Church
Services Planned

Chancel Choir
To Present
"The Messiah"

CALL(
second
and Ton
In junicc
Karen Er
first in h
third in

cA
CHRISTMAS
'FESTIVAL,
Memorial Baptist Church

MURI
County
terpreti
interp; I
High wi
of poet
Bailey r
Kayne I

4 p. m.Sunday, Dec.14,1975

Fair Trade. . .

Vesper Musical
Program To Be
Held Sunday

Give The Most
Unusual Gift
This Christmas
A trip to the Holy Land
and Rome! An unforgettable
experience!
The trip ofa lifetime!

•

Bro. John Dale To
Speak At Church
Of Christ Sunday

Dr. David C. Roos
Lists Sermon For
Sunday Morning

Co

V01

eq, you
start
ri$4na$
oppmg...
start
Witku$!

You can make your Christmas shopping easier by
checking our wide selection of gift ideas first.
Action toys for boys and girls ... bikes and accessories ... "fun shirts" ... barbecue grills
. top-quality tools for shop or yard ... v.'elders,
space heaters, battery chargers .. . all this and
more. And, it's all backed by the John Deere name.
Stop in soon ... and have a Merry Christmas!
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